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FOREWORD

This Science Curriculum Guide is intended to be just that - a guide.

While it

does not attempt to mandate the entire science program, 1K-12, it does furnish an overall
In whatever way science programs are developed

context for curriculum and instruction.

In the various schools, Cle curriculum and instruction should be consistent with two sets
of standards:

(1) the six curricular and instructional goals* set forth in the 1974

report of the Program Advance Committee and (2) the goals and objectives in this curriculum guide.

This guide should be used as a tool to assist you to develop your curriculum and
instruction.

By using it as a tool you will increase both your effectiveness and your

efficiency.

1 )7
N/, tAv
Loren Ji Romps
Director of Instruction

*The following goals for the foundation of Newark's educational program were accepted
by the Board of Education:

Newark's educational program should prepare people who:

think analytically/critically
think creatively

think and act humanistically
possess basic skills
can enter the job market and/or further education
.

believe in and practice good rAtizenship

iv
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INTRODUCTION

This Science Curriculum Guide has been developed to provide direction to
teachers of science in the Newark School District.

It fits closely to the goals

established by the Science Task Force of the State of Delaware and is patterned

in part acter the Equiax, a guide prepared by the Department of Public Instruction.
In order to provide flex,.bility the guide has been organized in four levels:

Level One, K-2; Level Two, 3-5; Level Three, 6-8; and Level Four, 9-12.

This

makes it adaptable to the non-graded school and at the same time permits teachers
in the graded system to select goals and objectives suitable to their students'
needs.

Six major concepts in science provide the goals for this guide:

Change (Ch),

Continuity (Co), Diversity (D), Interaction (I), Limitation (L), and Organization
(Or).

These have been taken from Concepts in Science, developed by Dr. Kenneth

Dowling of the State Department of Public Instruction, Madison, Wisconsin.

These

concepts have been sequenced alphabetically rather than in a logical order of
occurrence.

Education and instructional objectives have been grouped under these

concepts with the understanding that there are areas of overlap.

11

In addition to the coding of the concepts a decimal outline system has been

used with the number to the left of the decimal representing the level.
right of the decimal two significant places have been used.

To the

The tenths place is

assigned to the educational objective(s); and th8 hundredth, the instructional
objective(s).

Ex:

Ch 2,30

Change Level Two, third educational objective

D

Diversity Level One, second educational objective, fourth

1.24

instructional objective.

Activities suggested for accomplishing the objectives emphasize the processes
of science as set forth in Science, A Process Approach,

These include:

experi-

menting, observing, communicating, classifying, measuring, predicting, interpreting data, inferring, formulating questions and hypotheses, making operational
definitions, and formulating models,

Examples of possible resources have been included under Notes in this
guide,
For activities in computer simulation one should refer to Appendix B in the
district's Computer Curriculum Guide,

A wide variety of suitable community resources
the classroom, or tours of facilities

have been cataloged by the Educational

vi

Lu

i.e. discussion leaders for

Resources Association (ERA) .

Teachers need only to contact the ERA office in the

administration building to obtain information regarding the desired resource.
In the Notes column of the guide a number of careers have been listed which
relate in part to the educational objectives assigned to the concepts.

In using

the guide teachers may wish to make students aware of these and other careers for
which a science background is needed.
Credit for '..he production of this curriculum guide goes to several classroom

teachers as well as to other interested educators.

Staff members who assisted in

its preparation, either through writing or by leading or participating in workshops

include:

Donald Allen

Ralph Graham

Bertha Morris

Sharon Allen

Bernadette Grauer

Richard Petrosky

Janet Baldwin
Frank Bensinger

Patricia Guthrie
Susan Hartzler

Robert Reeder
Sandra Richardson

Clifford Brown

Janice Hess

John Rogge

Roy Brubaker

Roberta Hopkins

Ora Ann Syultz

Jeffrey Byrem

Edward Stowell, Jr.

Paula Daitzman

Ray Kenzierski
Faye Markowitz

Len Ference

Beatrice Mathewson

Consultants:

Verne Wood

Thomas Baker, Specialist Del Mod
Catharine Y. Bonney, Supervisor of Science
Jack Cassidy, Supervisor of Reading
Anthony Cottone, Career Guidance Specialist
John Reiher, State Supervisor of Science
Loren Thompson, Director of Instruction
Primo Toccafondi, Career Education Coordinator

Catharine Y. Bonney
Supervisor of Science

1I
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SCIENCE CURRICULUM GUIDE
LEVEL 4 (9-12)

EARTH SCIENCE

Levet Four (9-1J), Earth Science

Our enyironerA, tiviv and non-liing
microscopic, am', :mcroscopic, is i2onstantiv

underoin

ECTIVES

Ch

SU(GESTED ACTIVITIES

t0Tb. universe by its

NOTES

Careers:

nature of matter

Aerospace engineer

Id energy lnd the

Astronomer

H'-erchilnin there('
in constant char,

Cmpdre the r:

cupaper and magazine articles could

cons of

be collected and compiled by the

exnloration.

students.

School-wide and community-wide
opinion poll by student-developed

quetAnnairc.

,

Research of space exploration "spinoffs."

.

Classroom debate on pros and cons

Preparation for

of space exploration.

debate 0ou1d include
research
area.

i

to own

Students

should be prepared
to present a sound
supportive argument
in defence of his
area.

Ch 4.20

The earth with its

Careers:

history, composition

Cartographer

structure, as well as

Geologist

the forces acting

upon it, are causing
an ever changing
appearance of the
earth,
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slvested-Activities

_uoiL.ctives

Notes

See ESCP text section

Identify the forma-

Map lab locating ancient geo-

tion and location

synclines and present day geo-

14.2 P.

of geosynclines.

synclines.

activity is listed

Evidence for geosynclines.

.

315, an

See ESCP text section
14-1, P.

312

Use newspaper articles, library
materials and geological
maps to identify the position
and significance of the
Baltimore Canyon Trough.

Ch 4,30

Careers:

The atmosphere of the

Meteorologist

earth, by its very nature, is constantly
undergoing change,

Ch 4.31

thermometer lab -

Typical lab can be found

F:;:amine and identi-

Temperature

fy various methods

types of thermometer scales and

in Brown & Anderson

of determining

conversion problems,

text, Earth Science:

t,

A Search for Under-

temperature and the
,jifferent ways of

.

Worksheets on thermometer.

Pp. 478, 47

450,

affecting atmospheric temperature.

standing

Collecting data from recording
thermometer,

Air movement over unevenly heated
surfaces,

Viewing box with hot

and cold H20 and smoke source.

Ch 4.32

Observe, name, make

U.S. Meteorological Charts and

reading of atmos-

Weather Bureau Maps.

Typical lab can be found
in M.A.P.S, text
Pp.310-311.

Are available from:
Superintendent of

pheric winds and
record on weather

Daily weather watch - observation

map.

of changing cloud patterns,
changing pressure, changing temperature compiled on worksheet.

Documents

U.S. Government
Printing Office

Washington, D.C. 204C

Correctly identifying weather
map symbols.
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a Helker or con-

c,utt.H salt :olution
and color it with
food coloring.

Slowly

a clear

add Lhis

1-.o

plastic

shoe box

filled with 5 cm. of
top water.

Parti-

cularly effective if
[he shoe hox is tilted

and the salt solution
is added at the higher
elevation.

Observe

the results.

ty currents due to tuiperature,

Prepare a beaker of ice
cold water colored
with food coloring.
the proce-

dures aS explained

9,
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Notes

Fill d large conLainer
(e.g, stream table)

with 5 cm. of water.
Either sprinkle a
few wood shavings on
the surface or add a

few drops of dye to
water.

Direct

a small fan to blow
over the surface or
one side of the
stream table.

Obserli

the results.

Xap lab

Tracing surface currents

of world's oceans.

!orkshoets on identifying surface
and sub-surface currents.

Invetigating density currents.

ee ESCP text, section
13-4, P. 299
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Careers:

Astronomer

Space technician

it and the explorct-

,lun thereof MdV be exvast]

nd Com-
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CLiVOS

Sullested ActrvIties

.)eronsLrate that

Comparing the sun with other

stars, their forma-

stars.

Notes

ESCP text, section
24-9, P. 529

tion and type, and
various universe

Analysis of the H-R diagrams to

formation theories

develop theory of stellar

are basically simi-

evolution.

demonstrate vast

Ex loration of the
niverse

y

George Abell

lar, but through
heir development

Reference;

Discussion of universe f'ormation
theories.

differences.

Become aware that

Library research on rocket types,

development of

uses, historical development.

Filmstrips and workbooks from "The N.Y.
Times" Teacher

rockets was basically similar, but

Worksheets on structure of

Resources Multimedia

their use is ex-

various rockets.

Space.

tremely varied.

Examples:

solid fuel
liquid fuel

multi-stage

Worksheets on space travel
vehicles.

Have students develop a newspaper
and magazine article file.

Co 4.23

Trace the develop-

Worksheets on various aspects of

ment of the space

space program from beginnings to

program from begin-

future.

ning to the present.

Have student(s) construct time
line of contributors to space
technology.

Guest speakers from NASA.

(e.g. USAF pilot

speaker on education
requirements, etc.,
to be a pilot.

How

it may lead to
astronaut.)
8

.(Trz-;:

Archaeolog,ist

Geololst

A.

hc

Hi, i;crit

And

in ESCP text.,

34.
ESCP texr, sectixit
1714, P.

:os

ESP
'

MSLIITCMONL,

Investigati!

378.

text, section

17-3, P, 377-3S2.

LFCP text, section 17-7
P

384-385

Activity developing the principle
of superposition, uniformitari.anism and original horizontalitv,

.

Cilobe lab on determining age of
carth,

Globe Laboratory Manual
by Danial Jones,

printed by Hubbard
Scientific Co.

Conduct activities to show how
,.ocks can be dated using litho-

stratigraphic, paleostratigraphic,
chronostratigraphic and biostratigraphic methods.
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Notes

Tested ActiviTes

Co ';.40

Careers:

Meteorological predictions, maps, and condi-

,

Meteorologist

tions are the direct

result of processes

which are logical and
based upon the relaionship of an atmoslhere and a star,

Co 4,41

Identify the dif-

Investigations in reading a U.S.

ferent types rf air

WesLher Bureau Map.

ESCP text, section 8-13
P. 200

masses and fYonts
and deduce the

Investigating the weather -

cause of each.

weather watch.

P. 193

Weather maps with student completed station models

Co 4.50

ESCP text, section 8-9

drawing

Film:

Bell Telephone,

"Unchained Goddess"

fronts and indicating weather

may be good for this

conditions.

section.

Careers:

The number, location,

size, surface and sub-

Civil Engineer

surface conditions of

Oceanographer

the world's oceans

Soil Conservationist

has been a direCt
result of continuous
interrelationship of
processes since the

beginning of the
earth.

Co 4,51

Identify and demon-

.

Wave Generation Lab

Using a streamtable wit
water only, position

strate the formation,

parts, types, re-

Worksheets on identifying the

an electric fan at a

fractions of, and

main parts of waves.

end.

of air over the wate

work done by ocean
waves.

The movement

Worksheets indicating the pro-

will generate waves.

gression of a wave as it

approaches a beach - why

Slinky and rope.

waves "break."
10
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Levet Four (Q-12), Earth Science

DrVERSITY

The vast number of natural phenomena

which can be observA display a wide
variety of similarities and diffiJrences.

SUGGESTED A'CTIVITIES

OBJECTIVES

D

NOTES

The universe, its for-

..10

Careers:

Astronomer

Attion, the forces that

Astrophysicist

',overn it, and the ex-

Plan-tarium director

ploration thereof i;
extremely vast and ,.om-

plex, displaying many
similarities and differences.

D 4,11

Observe that galax-

Worksheets on galactic and nebulae

ies and nebulae of

types, identification and theories

the universe exhib-

on formation,

it a variety of
Investigating Galaxies

forms, compositions,

See ESCP text, section

and organizations.

25-7, P.
.

Baader and school planetarium.

547.

Contact Ora Shultz,

Planetarium Instruc
Celestial sphere and starcharts,

tor at Christian.1

High School for more
information on

using the planetariu

D 4,12

Describe possible

Computer programs

origins of our so-

and chance programs.

probability

lar system and pro-

ject from these the

A possible activity

Nignt sky observations.

format for night

formation and

ex stance of other

Write a short story about a

sky observations can

solar systems with

"hypothetical" solar system

be found in the ESC?

possible intelli

with intelligent life

oent
life.
0

scientific theories and in-

based on

formation about necessary items
for "life."

text, section 25-4,
P. 543.

Hi

IL'

(,.

Con.(vAt.ionkt

11:1

F more iniormarion on
land :,!;e problems dnd

other problems
Oh

rehted to the environ-

01'r

ment, contict the

11!

Population Environ-

mental Studies Center

1/Hd

IOCA1.

at the University of

;ir0;1:,

Dulaw, e.

ihtereq.
r cond
1,;

111

Careers

.11;;;

Meteorologist

Lid and

H:Hd,

Technicians

4 hb

Ph.'e

rucordirw, p'..12-

An additional investi-

,;ure readings, converting to

gaLion can be found

idoKicd] form on

mrreorological notation and

in the ESCP text,

.,.;(,:it2her imps lflll

rdacino on station model-

section 8-9, P.193

11r,S

IN

mt.t.eor,

(Investigating the

driN
m,nbars,

,

Drawing of isobars on weather

weather, weather

mdp.

watch)

Identifying Highs and Lows

Fronr:
1v:orksheets on pressure rea(

and weather conditiom,.

in d

0-Elctives

D 4,32

Observe and deter-

7uggested AcE5Ities
Investigating Evaporation

mine causes of

otes

See ESCP text, section
8-2, P.

evaporation and

Determine relative humidity-

relative humidity.

psychrometer and wet and dry

181.

bulb thermometer.

Construction of homemade
weather equipment.

See Buschke, Hibbs,

and Eiss Laboratory
Manual, P.

103.

Solving of relative humidity
problems.

Worksheets on evaporation rate,
relative humidity.

Film and film loops.

State film library

-

relative humidity

Comparison of evaporation rates

filmloop, evapora-

or various liquids and the T°

tion filmloop.

changes encountered.
D 4,33

Observe and deter-

Condensation lab.

Use a cloud chamber.

k

mine causes of condensation with
its various forms

Dewpoint lab

-

finding (ewpoints

various locations in school.

and dew point.

Worksheets on types and causes
of condensation and clouds.

Use the following examp
to illustrate condensation:

Placing dewpoint on station

1.

models on weather maps.

on outside of a glas

Water condensing

of cool water.
2.

Windshield of a

car "fogging" up in
cold weather.

Cloud cover placement on stations
model.

14

0

:16L,LS

Films and film loops.

State film library-

condensation film
loops, "Forms of

precipitation" film
loop

D

40

Careers:

Vie world's oceans,

Chemical oceano-

Ithou0 numerou

grapher

Tad different one

D 4.41

from another, are

Marine biologist

ail basically

Marine technician

similar,

Physical oceanographer

Describe exploraHAIn and i:.1y,Dearance

.

Globe lal) on Ancient Lands Ad
Seas

Geologic orogenies).

See Hubbard Scientific
Company Globe

of. the oceans from

Laboratory Manual

incieut times to

P.

25.

present endeavors.

Continental Drift Lab

See Hubbard Globe
Manual, P.

D 4,42

Identify tkrough

21,

Thermocline lab (AT)

rhe various tests
:Ile effects of tem-

Salinoeline lab - Salinocline AT

oorature, minerals,

testing water

71d pressure upon

Pressure lab

tile oceans of the

pressure with manometers

world.

Film loops and film on appropriate topic.

State film library temperature, salinity,

pressure filmloops
graphs (worksheets) or charts

showing subsurface currents and
explanations of origins.

Determining the density of a
certain volume of sea water.

For more information on
marine related topics,

contact the Marine

Environment Curriculum
Study c

the University

of Delaware,
15

Level Four (9-12), Earth Science

INTERACTION

The interactions of living and non-living
matter in an environment and the resulting
exchange of energy determine the nature of
the environment.

.10

NOTES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

OBJECTIVES

Careers:

All things known and

Astronomer

inknown in the uni-

Space technologist

verse ate due to an
interrelationship

and to a seemingly
delicate balance in
the interaction of
matter and energy.

4.11

Describe the uni-

Centrifugal and centripetal

versal forces of

force lab.

See Buschke, Hibbs, and
Eiss Laboratory
Manual P.

motion, gravita-

57.

Kepler's Three Laws lab.

tion, light, gyroscopic motion,

magnetism, and

Baader and school planetarium for

electricity,

retrograde motion.

realizing that
although the uni-

.

Investigating the behavior of

See ESCP text section 5

a falling object.

verse is the re-

P.

107 or Buschke,

sult of these

Hibbs, and Eiss

forces which are

Laboratory Manual,

quite varied, it

P. 53.

is also systematic
and predictable.

.

Gyroscopes and Gyro wheel.

The hand held Gyro
wheel makes an excellent demonstratio-

Investigating the magnetic field

See ESCP text section

of the earth.

5-8, P.

120.

Film loops on retrograde motion,

gravitation, light, gyroscopic
motion, magnetism, electricity.

.

Film strips on motion, gravitation
light, gyroscopic motion, magnetism,
electricity.

A

ff.

0

16

A()1(

ACt
--f-

A suuested activity

1,uminosit7

can be :-ound in the
:LP

519.

See ESCP text, Section

t_.hu [ton.

optiedi La-

ESCP text, P.

of

hiv(Htiotiny 0.Le

cn he sem

22-4, P.

482.

rumcnts dific2r
!:1

the

,.),Jrc,'!

of
,:ork,,hee L s on 1,1,.nmitv

He tight.

dnd

phast chnw,es.

.

:lave students make own

nii,;ht

sky ob.servations of the hi)0on

the period of one lon:h.
,areers:

rho
Hirtil,

Miner

its st;.ueture,

Mineralogist

caposition, the

Mining engineer

exter-

Seismological

r:cs Actit4; uon

engineer

Are a result
hc2

inLenction

Vulcanist

of

.;tates and

1

:leven11

Nilern1 Tdentirication Lab

This lab should concentrate
on color, hardness,

cf the 5asic
streak, chemical

blocks of

formula, uses,

!_hc elrLh's crut.
specific gravity,
luster, etc.

Worksheets on mineral identification and uses.

USCS Volcanic Phenomena Charts

Film loop

volcanic activity.

Worksheets volcanic formation,
intrusive and extrusive identification and labeling.

49

Objectives

ested Activities

Notes

Land models - intrusive and
extrusive activity.

Rock cycle lab and rock identification lab.

Make a rock and mineral collection
1 4,22

Identify the pro

Block stratigraphy lab

cess of diastrophism

cline, synclines, faults.

anti-

and how it relates to

See Hubbard Scientific
Company Study Guide
for Geology models

earthquakes.

Geologic models
Film loops

diastrophism,

earthquakes.

Worksheets - identification of

diastrophism and earthquake
results.
.23

Compare and con-

.

Newspaper and magazine articles.

trast various eco-

systems and their

Films, film loops, (ecosystems)

effects upon the

pollution games.

Film:

"The Endless

Chain"

environment and
natural resources.
1 4.30

ISCS lab on Environment

Meterological condi-

This source has an

tions are the direct

entire listing of

result of the inter-

investigations relat

action of processes

to the environment.

within an atmosphere
and a star.

I 4.31

Test and observe

,

atmospheric pres-

Pressure lab - use of various
barometers,

See ISCS Winds and
weather P.

125 for a

sure and its ef-

good lcson on

fect upon local

pressure.

weather conditions,
.

Worksheets on pressure measuring
instruments,

.

51
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'Notes

.e,s ed Activitles
Recording barnmeter and U,S.
Weather bureau maps.

.

Visit a local wonther station.
Careers:

The various statistics

40

Conservationist

id data concernirw,

Marine biologist

.he world's oceans

lceanographer

,i'de to the inter-

.10-inn of difFerent

fcrces and conditions
acting on the eci,h.

I

4.

I

'Jame anfd locate

Physiographic map,3 of ocean

sea Floor Features

floors,

dnd sediments aS

11 m their

Films

so,drces, forma-

Se."

!ions, depths,

bell Telephone, "Restless

a;?,e

and connections to

Film loops - Sea Floor Sediments

ancient world
Ancient Lands and Seas See Hubbard Scientific
Company Globe
and Se:i ,diments,
Laboratory Manual

Globe 1,11

f'limates.

P.

1 4,42

Compare and discuss

20 and 25.

Study of coring samples,

the interrelationsls.

between animal

lli(1 plant

Worksheets

Sea life zones

Newspaper and Magazine Articles.

materials, University
of Delaware.

of the ocean ecosysPollution Game.

Man and His World Game,

!9

See Population-Edu-

cation Curriculum

life and

man's disturbance

tem.

,

Level Four (9-12)% Earth Science

LIMITATION

Natural pllenomena are limited by the fundamental nature
of matter and erergy.

There is an overall tendency towards

random distribution of energy and a corresponding tendency
toward equilibrium in an environmew..

_SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

OBJECTTVES

L

..10

The universe with all

NOTES

Careers:

:rs energy and matter

Astronomer

in their various fo-ms

Space engineer

is limited by the

interaction of energy
and matter.

L 4,11

Demonstrate that

Lens lab (finding focal length,

tools used by an

etc.)

See Buschke, Hibbs &
Eiss Laboratory

astronomer are simi-

Manual P.

17.

(A

lar in their pur-

simple refracting

pose yet quite

telescope)

diversified in
Spectroscope lab.

their structure,

See ISCS, In orbit

the aspect of space

P.

they were construc-

investigation of

NI to study and the

spectral analysis.

1 to 9 for a good

data they receive.
.

Worksheets on tools of astronomer
identification and labeling.

L 4.12

Apply facts of uni-

.

versal forces and

Computer pr4ram

(Plat()) simu-

lated lunai. 1,7ding.

solar system to
space travel.

.

Worksheets on space travel vehicle
NASA films on space travel and
survival.

.

5

Worksheets on L

f Gravity.

20

pccert

III

Lifeers:

-1:L.ro

Glaciologist

ert'n

tivdrologist

.dways

b" lim'ted to Cie

Paleontologist

mlcter availabl,., and

Seismologist

'he stage in tIlint.N.-Jet-.

i.on

1.

Tid the

ACt.i.'M Upon Lhe ca

4.:t

:1(..'Theeus on formation of earth

DOSCHP and ::mon-

identification

qute how Ce 5r:aListics on Lhe

thereof.

oJrth tJ Liate are

Globe lab on earth measureTents,

li'mited to the so-

Ancient Lar,'_ and Seas.

See Hubbard Scientific
Company Globe
Laboratory Manual

hisication of the

P.

instrtrentation

25

:Ivailal:e to get

diameer aid cir-

Eratosthenes

those sLItistics.

cumference of earth lab.

See Buschke, Hibbs,

& Eiss Laboratory
Manual, P. 67.

.

A worksheet on the progression of
numbers and number use in calcur
lations from counting on fingers

up to modern day computers.

L 4.22

Identify and dif-

Weathering and erosion hunt on

ferentiate the pro-

school ground.

cesAs of weathering and erosion.

.

Worksheets

identifying examples

of weathering and erosional
features.

Erosion labs

stream table,

For an entire list of
streamtable investi-

gations, see Hubbard
Scientific Company

Earth Science Stream
Table Study Guide.

0;)

5

Objectives

Suggested Activities

Notes

Chemical and physical erosion
lab - limestone chips and steel

wool,

.

Take pictures of various
weathering and erosion examples.
Discuss causes and effects.

L 4.23

List available

.

natural resources,

Use of Delaware's Natural
Resources booklet.

Reference:

Earth Resources by

their rate of use,

FIT J. 'Skinner

and conservation

Prentice-Hall, Inc.

methods.
.

Water and soil testing lab.

Water and soil testing
kits are available
from numerous

scientific warehousE
.

.

Pollution game.

Student investigation into and
involvement in recycling programs
in Newark or local area.

L 4.24

Identify areas of

.

crustal movement

Map lab - earthquake and volcano
watch.

leading to earth-

quakes and vol-

.

Film

Earthquakes and vulcanism.

Film

San Andreas Fault

Film

Alaskan Earthquake

canoes.
.

.

.

Film loops on vulcanism and
diastrophism.

.

Locating

the epicenter of an

See ESCP text, P. 354.

earthquake.

22

16')

t.

NOteS

Lne major earthquake belts
ciroum
of Lhe world;
:'.edlrorranean, and Xid-ocean

identifiction

lnd

la

on fk;sil

Shell Corporation
F.,ssils

Plater of Paris casts and molds

,

of fossil.; Found locally.
A

Field trip to C & D canal.

.

Identify mid classify index fossils with their time period.
Careers:

In oc;.jer

t

sP,Idy

Glaciologist

,,eaC7,.er processes

Geologist

!,Id conditions with

Micropaleontologist

tit

Museum Curator

rApping and

i-orecasting there-

Petrologist

of, it is necessary
that an object have
an atmosphere and

that appropriate
information is
attainable.

L

.'31

Complete weather
maps and predict
local weather
conditions from a
weather map.

U.

S. Weather Bureau map.

Record local weather conditions
with corresponding temperature,
pressure, dewpoint, cloud cover,
wind direction and speed, etc.

R/H, cloud type.
.'3

1.

Objectives

,

Suggested Act_vities

Notes

Satellite photo analysis.

Give completed weather map and
have student predict weather conditions for a given place.

Using local data, plot on station
models with data from other locals.

L 4.40

The information gained

Careers:

about the oceans of

Crane operator

the world, the chemi-

Scuba diver

cal and physical con-

Submersible operatol

ditions and features

of the hydrosphere
are dependent upon
crustal changes due
to internal and ex-

ternal forces of the
lithosphere, the atmospheric conditions,
special Troperties

of salt and fresh
water, and man's
technological ad-

vancement at that
particular time and
thereby limited by
each of these.

L 4.41

Become aware that

Filmstrips on various instru-

the earth's oceans

ments in vessels used.

Speaker - oceanographet

or marine biologist

are studied by a
variety of in-

Films

struments which

Naval training films, etc.

Cousteau tapes, from T.V., State film library

allow man to get information both di-

Construction of Plankton net, lead

rectly and in-

line, drift bottles, etc.

directly.
24
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Ad

Level Four
relar.ionshiFs exist in n.tural

vat

:,ysten: H.nprke
universe,

NOTES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

'1,10

Careers:

:r.Ler and energy in

Lhe niverse
n.

'reate

Astronaut

in

Astronomer

a hierarchy

Astro physicist

anidtionl
atoy,1!-:

(:artographer

L0

Earth Science Teacher

Taaar.

Engineer
Stellar analyist

Telescopic engineer

Parallax lib.

(lentif.y, observe

See ISCS In Orbit

P.23 to 31 for an

lest the similariLies and the

excellent approach

dLI:crences between

to parallax.

sr.ars as far as

Spectroscope lab.

visibility, sia,

See ISCS In Orbit
1 to 9 for a good

color, distances,

P.

)1'IJ!,htness and type.

investigation of
spectral analyEis

.

Baader and school planetarium.

.

Worksheets on size, color,
brightness and types of stars.

Celestial sphere and star charts
used to determine types, characteristics, placement, identification of stars.

.

Apparent brightness demonstration. Use to analyze how
this relates to color,
size, and distance,

.

11-R diagram lab.

6 3.

Or 4.12

Demonstrate that the

Notes

Suggested Activities

Objectives

Planet charts.

.

members of our solar
system are not only

Relative size and distance lab.

.

quite similar, they
are also quite dif-

Motions and phases of Planet X.

.

See ESCP, P. 497.

ferent.

Library research into charac-

.

teristics of the planets.

See ESCP text, P. 49E

Retrograde motion lab.

for a suggested
activity.

Bode's Law lab.

.

.

.

Properties of planet lab.
Relative size of sun lab.

Moon iab - plotting surface,
orbits about the earth and sun,
phases, eclipses.

.

Computer program - simulation

.

of Lunar landing.

.

Spectrographic analysis of planet
atmosphere.

Or 4.13

Test and observe

.

Gyroscopes.

Gyro wheel is excellent
for demonstrations

the effects of gyro-

scopic motion and

illustrating gyros-

how it affects

copes.

period of rotation
and subsequently the

.

Worksheets on seasons, rotations,
revolution.

seasons on an object
in the solar system.
.

Use of Baader Planetarium to show
position of earth relative to the
sun to illustrate seasons.

26
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°'

01

1 VeS

.--Cej71--ATtiv'ties

Notes

Learanco of LT
eirth at :Inv one tia Is
dyl)end,,,nt

,areers:

Archaeologist

upon the

pl-esenc state in the

Lithographer

conflict between the
,:onstructive and de-.,truetive forcies

on the earth

identify Ammar
ccwrisi!ly,

as

Thc earth'
neous.,

Igneous, sedimentary, met morphic
rock labs on identification

iriontary

mut6&iphic.

to formation, special characteristics, uses, color, interrelationships.

Collect local specimens and
identi-

fy lem.
nstruet

geologi_

cal time

placing the various
1.ife forms and geoL,igical processes

Complete blank geologic time
chart
via tapes,
filmstrips, books.
Investigating the Geologic
Scale

Time

,ee ESCP, P. 384.

in their proper se-

cpnces in geologic
time.

Worksheets on animal types,
plant
types, climate and geologic

features from various times
in
history of earth,

Investigating casts and molds,
Investigating variation and
evolution.
Or 4.30

The interpretation of
weather symbols and
other information found
on weather maps and
charts is based upon
an orderly knowledge
of meteorology.

ee ESCP. P. 419.
ee ESCP, P. 421.

areers:

Climatologist

.

l
Or 4.31

actives

uggeste

activities

same, label and

Worksheets on atmospheric identi-

identify the layers

fication.

Kites

of the earth's
atmodph?re.

Map lab labeling layers and their
constituents of the earth's
atmosphere.

Or 4.32

Record temperature
readings from

Weather map lab placing temperature
readings on station models and

various parts of

drawing isotherms,

.

the United States
and subsequently

U. S. Weather maps,

draw isotherms on
weather maps,

Or 4.40

The world is a dynamic
:;areers:

system of organized
Cartographer
continents and oceans.
Or 4.41

Oceanographer

Locate and name

Map lab - locate and name on a

the ocean, seas,

map all oceans, seas, passages,

paF

iges, straits,

gul.s, and bays of

straits, gulfs, and bays of the
world.

the world,

Film loops and films on hydrosphere

Reseaich, mapping activities and
class discussions of "Pangea" and
movement of lithospheric plates
and formation of ocean basins.

rij

SCIENCE CURRICULUM GUIDE
LEVEL 4 (9-12)
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PREFACE

The purpose of this guide is to provide a generalized format for
an average biology curriculum.

Courses which are offered for either a

IA.ore intense pursuit or for a less rigorous survey of the subject may

adapt to these guiftlines accordingly.

Individual teachers should determine the particular sequence in
,which the objectives are considered.

Activities to demonstrate the ob-

jectives are suggested and may be supplemented or replaced at tl'e discretion of the teacher.

Resources for many of the activities are noted.

Since the guide is not intended to include sufficient detail for
specific lesson plans, teachers are afforded a diverse latitude for
incorporating these concepts in their individual teaching methods.

30

CONTENTS
I.

Change
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

II.

Continuity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

II.

Geological Change
Fossil Records
Anatomical/Physiological Evidence
Evolutionary Theory
Mecharism of Evolution

Forms of Reproduction
Cellular Constituents Necessary for Reproduction
Stages of Development
Mendelian Genetics
Investigation of Human Genetics
Environmental Influence on Genetics

Diversity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Application of Scientific Method to Problem Solving
Scientific Tools
Nutritional Patterns
Reproduction and Development Patterns
Methods of Transport
Methods of Gas Exchange/Excretion
Mobility and Coordination
Regulatory Systems
Behavior of Integrated Organism
Classification
Correlation of Structure and Function
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IV.

Interaction
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

V.

Limitation
1.

2.
3.

VI.

Ecology
Abiotic Environment
Energy Cycles
Matter Cycles
Bioti( Environment
Intertion Between Abiotic/Biotic Environments

Availability of Resources
Conservation,,of Resources/Environment
Interaction and Competition Among Living Organisms

Organization
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Distinction Betwecn Life and Nonlife
Cellular Composition of Living Organisms
Specialization of Cells
Atomic Structure
Composition of Biomolecules
Phys'ologIcal Manifestations of Biomolecules

7
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Level Four 0-12.),
dar ciA!ironment, livmt, and non-1:vlag,
Tic.:c;copic dnd acroscopic, is ciastantiv
...!:tdergoing change.

S11CGESTED ACTIVITIES

;hae often is an ob-

Careers:

,le!vable

Animal breeder
Anthropologist

ec.oHiize cL.

S

!lidt 1:ave

.!1 the past,

:11-1,1

bserve chlnge
1.E4

HHcus-; 4eologieal
mounLain building, e-.:osion, erth
movement, volcanoes, formattoi of
.

rock.

ime.

Farmer
(;encticist

Geologist
Weatherman

place a!

the present

!3iochemist

Discuss evidence of change in
organisms:
observL Fossils, study
radioactive dating, and geological
timetables.
.

Discuss direct-contemporary
changes: peppered moth, corn,
.

.etc.

Examine indirect evidence of
comparative anatomy,
embryology, and biochemistry.
change:

Research hypotheses of change:
Lamarch's theory
Darwin's observations and

10.1 - Paleontological Comparison (BSCS-

Ex,

Green)

Inv. 30 and 31 - Protective Coloration and
Natural Selection
(Frazier)

theory.

State the major parts of
Darwin's Theory of Natural
Selection; cite the evidence and flaws in each
part,

Cite ex.xple of adaption by
organisms to their environment; distinguish between
Darwinian and Lamarckion
adaptions.

9
-Natural
Selection (BSCS-Blue)

Inv.

11.1
Effect of
Barriers on Dispersal

Ex.

(BSCS

- Green)

Lab 13.1 - Variations in
r)ruilisms (C'Ito)

34

70

i'cd

III

ObjeETes

Activities

Notes

Discuss theories relating to the
evolution of man.

Discuss the Scopes trial.

Inv. 19.1 - A Study
of Skeletons
(BSCS - Green)

Show progression of man anatomically and how he has changed

IIS Idea 2

over time.

Evolution

(Wong)

.Make a study of the cultural evolution of man.

Discuss the basis of

talking, working together, leade

hip,

farming with regards to artifi:Al
selection, looking ahead for dt_

goals, cultural inheritance.

.

Discuss the mechanisms of evolu-

tion:

mutations and recombination

of genes.

Predict adaptations that

may be initiated in various organisms
that survive a changing environment.
Sickle cells and selection

Inq. 32-1

-

Population

Genetics (BSCS

-

Yellow)

Inq. 32-3 - Gene Frequency (BSCS Yellow)

Inq. 32-4 - Sickle

Cells (BSCS

-

Yellow)

.

Investigate theories of the

origin of life.

Discuss man's influence on change:
agriculture and human genetics.

.

Discuss how man Aas developed an

opposable thumb, stereoscopic vision,

upright posture, etc. through the
evolutionary process.

"N.S.T.A. statement on
theories of creation"

Het

c,

Hulo,-,

precluLs
cc.w.tit in notural ph(T..Tena.

NOM:,

SI:dESTED ACTIVITTL

c,

1_0

Careers:

Trik.. cA
1

Biochemist

entirety
ot

ICr

Cyto-Technoloj.st
Eugenecist

ction and hered

Genetic counse1)r

Laqi' iS a C,WC

Geneticist
Reproductive p.

neredit:J.

iologist

:,11

Peco,,!ni:.e

DiCCUSS forms of repr,:Liction:

he re-

:!SYtIoli and

ion,:Ain 'chat:

Lt.ween
:',y.dmine the role of mitosis with

rnc xad e(fec..

regard to continuity of the indivi,

dual

Examine the role of meiosis with
regard to continuity of the species.

,

Discuss chromosomes,

Inv. S & G 45

Observe

chromosomes in Drosophila, and onion
cells.

Describe the basic stages of
development.

Observe prepared slides

of cllick or starfish development.

Discuss Mendelian Genetics:

domi-

nance vs. recessive, hyb:ids vs. pure,

Principal of Segregation, Principal of
Independent Assortment.

Demonstrate

dominant and recessive traits by
plantinr; selected varieties of pea

IIS Idea 3

Genetics

(Wong)

Lab 10-4 - Gene Actic
in Peas (Otto)
Incl. 29-3B

Corn In-

heritance (BSCS Yellow)

36

Si

--nggested Activities
seeds.

Notes

Make a study of Mendelian

genetics using ears of corn.

dependent assortment

Show in-

use hybrid corn,

Inv. 26 and 17 - Mono
and dihybrid characteristics in corn.
(Frazier)

Relate meiosis to:

the prediction

of variation of characteristics in
offsprings; Mendel's laws of segregation; and independent assortment.

Illustrate probability by tossing
coirs or dice and determining the
chances for particular combinations.

Discuss the use of Drosophila in
Genetics.

Inv. 29-1

- Droso hila

Technique

B

Yellow)

Discuss and solve Genetic problems.

.

Use diagrams, Punnete Squares, or
hematical procedures.

Describe

the elements of inherited characteristics as they occur in:

complete

dominance, co-dominance, linkage of
characters, sex linkage, multiple

alleles, and genes poolr (Hardy

Inq. 29-2 - Randomness,

Chance and Probability (BSCS

-

Yellow)

Inv. 19-2- Gene fre-

quncies of blood
types (BSCS - Green)

Ex. 58 and 59 - Droso hila Mutations

Weinberg).

ramoff)

Discuss human genetic traits.

Determine blood types and Rh factors.

Describe the use of a pedigree.

.

S & G 48

Ques. 18, 24 & 27

Investigate Queen Victoria and

Hemophilia (BSCS

Albert wilh regard to hemophilia.

P & P)

IavesL.,ate red/green color blindness.

Pave the students construct

Ques.

-

7 and 9 - Fre-

quency of Various

a pedigree of a particular trait

Human Traits (BSCS

in their families.

P & P)

.

Investigate the effect of the

environment on hereditary characteristics.

Use tobacco seeds from parents

-

Inq. 30-2 - Heredity
and Environment
(BSCS - Yellow)

heterozygous for albinism.

80'

MUSHY

Level Four (9-12), Biology
The vast number of natural phenomena

which can be oberved display a wide
variety of similarities and differences.

OBJECTIVES

.10

SW,GESTED ACTI1J,TIES

NOTES

Precise observation of

Careers:

1,1tural phenomena is

Bacteriologist

aci1itated by rhe ot-

Botanist

nnized use of

Hospital technicial

eve

Processes.

Lab technician

Veterinarian

D :IT

Given Ictivit':s on
experiment w

.

Do an enrci:;e on hy,dothesis

idenLification and writing.

X-ray ::echnician

Zoologist

he pupil w:,11 be

able to identify

.

Apply ti.,e concept of hypoLhesis

hypotheses, vari-

writing in an experiment:

able and controlled

Germination of Seeds."

"The

Inv. 1.2 - Germinatil

of Seeds (BSCS

-

Green)

Factors and to

iterpret data.

.

Given a problem:

Why are bub-

Horticulturist

bles coming from a yeast and sugar

Medical doctors

solution and not from 1 sugar solu-

Technical writer

tion?

Design an experiment that

will yiLld significant data,
Examine the pi.oblem:

What effect

does penicillin have on bacteria
growth?

,

List and classify observations as

qualitative Jr quantitative.
differer

Have

measuring devices (scales,

thermometers, graduated cylinders),
o..:ors, and flashy colors in the room.

Demonstrate a quantitative ob-

Inq. 1-2, 3, and 4

servation with the lab "Measuring

Microscope Work (BE

:he Invisible."

Yellow)

.

Describe graphing procedures and

the interpretation of graphical data.
38

Suggestedtivitt

01)7-.1ecti--ves

12

Be able to use

liotes

Do labs on use of Trionocular and the

qualitative and

stereo microscope and various oth

quantitative tools

types of microscopes.

effectively:

senses,

microscopes, balances,

thermometers, etc.

.

Perform labs using balances,

thermometers, rulers, etc.

Review proper use of mtr... system.
D 4.13

Compare and con-

Describe the similarities tl-at exist

trast nutritional

among all organisms Idth reprO to

patterns in or-

digestion.

vnisms.

on enzymes and the fact that digestion

Emphasis ,11cI1d be placed

is an example of hydrolysis.

Discuss differences between autotrophs and heterotrophs.

have rpeci-

mens in the room.

.

Investigate digesticp in plants.

Ex. 26 - Digestion in

SeeF: (Abramoff)

Investigate various heterltropi
methods, examples to use are: moldy
cheese, fungus, mushrooms, tape,Torms,
termites and protozoans.

Discuss intracellular vs. extracellular digestion.

.

Discuss laboratory inges_i:x

.d

digestion in parameeum.

Inq.

in Paramecium (BSCS
Yellow)

.

Discuss digestion in multicellu)ar

organisms.
man.

Emphasize digestiol 4n

Differentiate between sac ani,
cube digestion systems.

39

80

- Digestion
-

;Lt'iI

kc ..

1.
.

I

_

Labs showing digestjAl'in rn1t.
cellular organisms:
Tuhe digestion in ..irthworm,
saliuized
Observe peristalsis_in
intestine from a t reshiv killed
rat or frog.
Demonstrate peristalsis by pushino
a marble tbreug,h a rnbbe. tube.
.

Demon:;trate irlportance or the
following processes in cla-:
yrn.ulsification of fats
,,rotein diges:ion

carbohydrate digestion
D

I

Describe anu conrr.ist: various OS'r iepropc,2L:S

ductin and
;ievelopment.

Differentiate between asexual and
Isexuai reprodn2tjon by direct ohserjation or by use of pictures.
Vegeative reproduction using coleus.
Regeneration in Pararecium.
Fission and conjugation in Paramecium.
Budding in yeast(adLi yeast to sugar
.

solution).
Spore formation - fungus, ferns.

Starch Digesi
24
(Abramoff)
tori.
20-1 - Protein

Ex.

Digestion (BSCS
Yellow)
Lab 42-1 - Chemistry
of Digestion (Otto)
Inv. 15.1
Vegetativ
Reproduction (BSCS
Green)
Incl. 18-6

Reproduct:

in Paramecium (BSCS
Yellow)
Ex, 68, 69 and 70 - Ri
production in Algae
Mosses, & Ferns
(Abramoff)

Describe difference between internal
and external fertilization.
.

Observe and identify reproductive
processes in plants:
Alteration of gcneration using
moss seed production
From seed to seedlin.g(Spermatophyte)
The importance of seeds

14-1 and 14-3 Alteration of Gene
Lions and Seeds (BS

Incl.

Yellow)
17-1 and 17-3 Flowers and Seeds
Yellow)
(BSCS

Incl.

40

PAGES 41-42 MISSING FROM THIS DOCUMENT
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REPRODUCTION
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051cctives

sted Activities

.

Doscribe movement achieved by

Notes

Ex. 40 and 41

Muscle

muscular contraction in organisms in-

Movement and Coordi-

volving internal and external

nation in Frogs

skeletons:

(Abramoff)

mammalian movement
insect movement
peristalsis

earthworm
D 4.18

Classify living
organisms accord-

Di.:cuss need for a classification
system.

ing to approprinte
categories.

Describe the broad features of the
classification system generally used
by biologists, i.e.,

Binomial nomenclature
(Linneaus)

Five kingdoms (monera, protista,
fungi, plant, and animal)
Subdivisions (phylum, class, order,
etc.)

Discuss the problem of classifying
viruses.

Describe levels of classification.

Inv. 4-1

Levels of

Consider the .e.ase or difficulty in

Classification (BSCS

classifying a plant, animal.

Green)

-

Demonstrate use of taxonomic key.

Identify moneras and protists by

Classification (BSCS

slide:

Yellow)

protists: simple and complex
bacteria
mold
algae

43

Inv. 12-1,13-1 and 13-2

using commercial or student prepared

-

1.0
I.
i

!111.25

I .4

8

I6

t()(1`,,

r

Ohserve

RkHtc

in

-.ment of fungi,

eAcn :.',truclure to its function.

!Use mushrooms, bracket fungus.
bread mold, and fruit mol(1.

Observe an assort_ment of plants,

macro and micro structures,
classify using kr2vs:

InV. 5-1

Diversity

Among Plants (BSCS

-

Green)

Tonecots
dicots

gyunosperms
bryophytes
ferns

.

Compare a variety of ferns with

seed plants.

Survey an area in the neighborhood

IN, 14-2 - Vascular

taking algae, fungi, bryophyte, and

Plants (BSCS

tracheophyte count.

Yellow)

Discuss similarities and differ-

Incl.

-

15-2, 16-1, 16-2

?noes in flowers, fruits, seeds,

and 17-1 - Leaves,

stems, roots, leaves.

Stems, Roots and
Flowers (BSCS

-

Yellow)

.

Discuss structural diversity in

the animal kingdom.

Inv. 4.2 and 4.3

-

Structural Character-

istics and Diversity
the Animal Kingdom
(BSCS - Green)
14.l9

Describe supporting
and conflicting, evi-

.

Examine circulation in the earth-

worm and a chordate.

dence for the correlation between the

.

Study gas exchange processes in the

size of an organism

paramecium, protozoa, insects, and

;Ad the complexity

mammals.

of its systems.
44

(tut 'Nes

Suilcsted Activities
Compare reproduction in the
paramecium, rotifer, frog, and man.

Notes

Careers:

Cytologist
Doctor

Entomologist
Farmer
Forester

Lab Technician
Microbiologist
Plant Pathologist
Veterinarian

45

93

99
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NOTES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

nuECTIVES

I

in

Careers:

There is a relationship

Child care

between living things

Ecologist

their environment,

Endocrinologist
1.

4.11

cooize existno
eLo10;,ical rela-

Immunologist

abiotie

Discuss ecology:

Lab technician

biotic.

Oceanographer

ionships.

Introduce the abiotic environment,
Emphasize energy and energy,cycles;
matter and matter cycles.

Discuss

Pollution recycling
technician
Psychologist

the term energy,

energy cycles

Opthamologist

trace the transfer

Researcher

of energy from one form to another
as it moves through a series of

organisims (by food chain) starting

Inv, 33 - EnvironmentE

at the source and ending at the

Physical Factors

final disposal into the non-living

(Frazier)

environment.

Use various types of

habitats such as:

temperate prairie,

fresh water lake, tundra, and any

Inc', 5.2 - Caloric

Measurement (BSCS Yellow)

other suitable habitat.
Discuss the term matter,

matter cycps. - working from a
prepared

lagram, describe the

nitrogen cycle as it occurs
using correctly the terms:

nitri-

fying, denitrifying, fixing
nitrogen, nitrate, ammonia, bacteria,
animal wastes, and decomposer-.

Describe the carbon-oxygen-hyi.

cycle as it occurs in the bir

' res.

46

101

--iTEtes

Suggested Activities

Show interaction between the
abiotic and biotic environment.

Discuss the term

ecosystem and

describe different types.

By personal observation and

investigation, identify a given
number of organisms in a designated local ecosystem.

Some

suggested ecosystems are:

back yard, vacant lot, aquarium,
herbarium, or city park.
Observe a pond ecosystem.

Examine plant, animal, temperature,
salinity, currents, woodland zones,
sediment.

Describe, by words and diagrams, the
process of succession as it occurs
in the following situations:

sandy

lake shore, fallen tree, abandoned
field, small pond, salt or fresh

water marsh, coral lagoon, artifi-

Inq. 36.1 - Succession
(BSCS

-

Yellow)

Inv. 37 - Succession

cial harbors and breakwaters, lakes

in Aquatic Community

behind dams, or any suitable local

(Frazier)

area.

Visit local ecosystems and note
succession.
Examples:

Deciduous hardwood forests - White
Clay Creek State Park or
Brandywine Creek State Park

Seashore

-

Cape Henlopen State Park

Coniferous forest - Assawoman State
Park

103

01:)lectIves

ctLy1tieb

,este(

Notes

Ex, 19-22

Relate the role of energy and matter

Factors

to the processes of photosynthesis

Affecting Photo-

and respiration.

synthesis (Abramoff)

Investigate the Abiotic environment

,

(quantitatively).

Introduce the biotic environment

Ex. 2.1-2.4 - Yeast

consumer vs. producer

Populations (BSCS

discuss populations - their

Green)

Inq. 37A-37.2

characteristics, density,

closed vs. open, density
changes,

Pro-

ducers and Consumers

Ind growth curves.

(BSCS

Discuss the community - relate

Inv. 52

;the role of each of the following organisms:

Yellow)

A Survey of

Biotic Community

producers,

Inv. '17 - Biotic Com-

consumers (primary and secondary),

munity (Navarra)

and decomposers, to the community,

Discuss food webs.

Describe the

relationship of the number of off-

Ex. 67

Symbiosis

(Abramoff)

spring, the amount of parental care,

survival rate and position in food
web in various species.

Cite'examples

to illustrate the relationships.

-

Con-

struct a food web that illustrates the
dependence of the high level consumers

and producers from a Oven list of
organisms found in a community.

Relate the bio-mass aspect of the
food pyramid to conservation of

energy as materials are passed from
the lower trophic levels to the higher
levels of the pyramid,

105
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1 4,12

Identify the inter-

Notes

ested- Activities

Electives

.

Observe types of behavior.

Inc'. 35-1 and 35-2

-

action between

Animal Behavior (BSCS

animals.

Yellow)

.

Observe communication between
pheromones, sight, smell,

animals:
dance.

.

(Bees)

Discuss how animals communicate

information:

touch, hearing, chemo-

receptors (olfactory, gustatory),

Incl. 24-1 - Sense

reception (BSCS
Yellow)

Inv. 17 - Earthworm

phAo receptors.

Response to Stimuli
(Frazier)
4.13

Discuss immunity:

Explain stability
within organisms.

body defences,

Inv. 7 and 8

-

Effect

types of infections, causes of

of Antibiotics and

disease.

Chemicals on
Bacteria (Frazier)

Explain hormonal control..

Relate the role of the endocrine
system to homeostasis.

Relate the role of the nervous
system to homeostasis.

I 4.14

Describe plant

.

Discuss plant tropisms.

Incl.

17-4

-

Plant

responses to the

Reactions to Environ-

environment.

ment (BSCS - Yellow)

Show how auxins regulate growth
in plants.

Incl.

17-5

-

Plant

Growth Regulators
(BSCS

-

Yellow)

49
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Careers:

Th, quantity of matter
d'

NOTES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

OBJECTIVES

Air pollution con-

energy is finite,

trol technician
I, 4.11

Recognize the limi-

tations of population:

,

Discuss land use planning with

foreman

county official,

Dredge operator

relation:hip

between number and
available resources,

Blight control

Discuss the limitations of availability of food.

(production, storage,

transportation, processing, cultural
inhibition).

Environmentalist
Fish and wildlife
service

Fish hatchery worker
Fire warden

Investigate the limitations of
wildlife,

Forester

Game warden
Gardener

Discuss man's wastes and/or
disposall:

pollution of water supply

Greenskeeper
Industrial waste

inspector
Irrigator

sewage and garbage

Landscape aide

radioactive materials

Logging contractor

other toxic materials, i.e.,

Metalurgist

insecticides

describe the buildup of

Nurseryman

OcOnographer

materials in habitats

Park naturalist

disturbed by man with

Power plant attendan.

individuals of the ecosystem

Soil conservationist

as a whole.

Tree surgeon
Urban planner

Discuss biodegradation

l0

Objectives

Suggested Activities

Notes

Discuss the implications of the
hypothesis, "The biosphere as it
occurs on earth is a single macroorganism."

Construct a study to investigate
the effects of competition for

Inv. 35 - Competition

Among Plants (Frazier)

water, light, and nutrients on the
characteristics and distribution
of organisms in various biomee.

Design, perform, and report the
results of a controlled experiment
to demonstrate the effect on
living organisms of varying amounts
of the following items:

water

nitrogen
calcium

phosphorous
light
heat

(Use various kinds of plants,

fruit flies, other insects or
small water animals.)

111

Lvel Four (9-12), Iiiology
:Yystematic relationships exist in ngural
p'nenomena.

Systems within systems comprise

the universe.

OBJECTIVES

Or

'1

10

NOTES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Careers:

The universe is sys-

Bacteriologist

terlatic.

Biochemist
Or 4,11

Identify the char

acteristics which
determine viability.

Observe how living things differ

Botanist
Cytologist

from non-living:

fertile hen eggs

Dental Hygienist

potted plant

Dentist

brine shrimp eggs

Hematologist

rock

Lab technician

metal

Medical doctor

hamster

Nuclear scientist
Nurse

Use the hydra to observe irrita-

Zoologist

bility and the effect of stimuli.
Investigate Metabolism

compare

heat produced by candle flame (nonliving) acid mouse (living).

Compare growth in a living and nonliving system.

Grow sodium thiosulfate

Teachers Manual (BSCS
Yellow)

crystals on a string and compare to
growth of a bean seed, etc.

Observe other characteristics of
living things:

movement
size and shape
cells

reproduction

52

113

Suggeste

Objectives

Notes

.ctivities

Examine Van Halmont's theory
of spontaneous generation.

Examine the opposing evidence
as presented by a) Redi,
b) Van Leeuwenhoek, c) Pasteur.

Debate the issue of biogenesis
and abiogenesis.

.

Demonstrate the mercury amoeba,

determine if it is living or non-

Teachers Manual (BSCS

-

Yellow)

living.

Or 4.12

Identify and de-

.

Discuss the term, protoplasm; emUse

scribe the struc-

phasize that it is a colloid.

ture and function

jello or milk to demonstrate the

of cells.

characteristics of a colloid.

List parts of cells common to
plants and animals, parts only in
animals, parts only in plants.

Observe structures in both animals
and plant cells.
ing cells;

Examine the follow-

relate their structure

to their function:
elodea

onion skin
cheek cells (students)
cork
yeast

.

Identify differentiation in cells by

using root tip slides.

.

Relate the structure and function

of highly specialized cells

(examine

slides).

53
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115

Notes

muscle cells
nerve cells

epidermal cells in leaves
red blood cells

white blood cells
xylem cells, other suitable cells
Examine methods of transport within
the cell:

diffusion, osmosis, dialysis,

active .transport (phagocytosis and

pinocytosis).
Investigate the reaction of cells

within a changing environment.
(hypotonic and hypertonic Solutions.)
Demonstrate the importance of a
cell's membrane in transport.

(Stain

living and dead yeast.)

,

Reproduction of the cell (mitosis

and cytokinesis).

Identify and con-

Inc!, 6-4 and 6-5

Dialysis and Diffusi
(BSCS

-

Yellow)

Ex, 12, 13 and 14 -

Diffusion and Osmosi
(Abramoff)

Lab 5.1-5.3 - Diffusic
Through Membranes
(Otto)

Inq. 7-1 - Mitosis
(BSCS - Yellow)

trast the sequence of events in the

mitosis of plant and animal cells.
Examine prepared slides of onion and
ascaris. Prepare onion root tip smear.

Or 4,13

Describe the

organization of

Describe the functions of various
tissues such as:

(examine slides)

cells into com-

islets of Langerhans - pancreas

plex units - such

epidermis - skin of mammal

as tissues, organs,
organ systems, and

xylem - roots, stems, leaves
meristem - plants

organisms.

Relate the complementarity of the
structure to the function of organs:

54

Objectives

Suggested Activities

Notes

heart - circulation of earthworm,

grasshopper, human
brain - nervous sytem - humans
liver - digestive system of a mammal

uterus - reproduction - humans
intestine - digestion of earthworms, grasshoppers, humans
ovary and testes - reproduction
of frog, fish, birds
leaf - photosynthesis in producers.

.

Describe the various systems and

relate these to the functioning organisms:

circulatory

-

frog

skeletal - mammal

nervous - human
endocrine - human
digestion - cow
excretion - human
transport - woody plant

Or 4,14

Desctibe the structure of an atom.

.

Diagram an atom and identify the

basic components.

Show how atoms of the same element
may vary from one another.

Discuss

ions and isotopes.
Or 4.15

Define a compound
and describe its

.

Differentiate between molecules

and ionic compounds.

characteristics.
.

Contrast covalent, hydrogen and

ionic bonding.

Contrast the ionization and dissociation of ionic and electron sharing
compounds in water solution,
55

118

Notes

SI'4,zsted

OHEcLive:;

Expidin chepical forl:clas.

Demonstrato with the elcctrolvtAs

inv,

- Electrolysi

11

(BSCS

Blue)

of water,

Differentiate between physical
and chemical changes,

Relate pH scale to acidity and
alkalinity.

Relate pH to living

Identify th(

6-1

-

Acids,

Bases and pH (BSCS
Yellow)

systems.

Or 4.16

Incl.

Stress the polarity of 1120, its

iwr-

tant moleculr-s found

dissolving property, and its

in living systems

cohesion in transport:

and their role with-

in a capillary tube.

show water

in the functioning
organism.

.

Describe buffers and their im-

portance with regard to homeostatic control within living systems.

Discuss the building blocks of
carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and
nucleic acids,

(DNA and RNA).

Describe their role in the
functioning organisms.

Do a lab on identification of
compounds within living organisms.

Inv, 5-3 - Compounds

Living Organisms
(BSCS - Yellow)

Do a lab which emphasizes procedure in amino acid determination.

Inv. 6-2 - Amino Acic

Composition
(BSCS

Or 4.17

Identify the over-

-

Yellow)

Describe dehydration syntheses.

all cellular re-

Use the basic building blocks (amino

actions,

acids, simple sugars, etc.) to
make complex structures.

56

120

1`21

Activalo

.

Doscrihe hydrolysis,

Notes

Analyze eom-

plcx subsrinces to produce their
building blocks: hydrolize egg white

protein and then test Er amino acids
via pyridine test, hydrolize starch and
l'on test for glucose via Benedict's

tcsL
Ur 4.IS

Describc DNA and

explab

.

Do lab on analysis of PNA.

hnc

Inv. 8-1 Analysis

of DNA (BBCS - Yellow)

tion.

Explain the process of replication.

.

Explain transcription and trans-

lation (protein synthesis).
Or 4.19

identify physio-

,

Discuss the role of organic

logical processes

catalysts (enzymes) within living

within the cell.

systems:

Diferentiate between inorganic and organic catalysts.

Discuss the Model of Enzyme
Action,

ad the importance of

an enzyme's environment in
causing a reaction (Ph. concentration and temperature.)

Demonstrate the importance of
enzymes on chemical reactions
in living systems.

(Diastase

and Starch.)

Describe the effect of enzymes
on diffusion.

Describe Cellular Respiration.

Emphasize ATP's role in
energy storage.

121

Inc'. 6-3 - Enzyme

Environment (BSCSYellow)

Ex. 52 - Catalysts and
Enzymes (BSCS

-

P & P)
Incl. 4-1 - Chemical

Reaction in Living
Systems
Yellow)

-

(BSCS

-

Notes

betweHn Jerobic
an,1 anerobic respirRtion as

t.c)

Inv.

Fermentatio

1.9

(BSCS

Blue)

-

t.he efficiency of energy re-

lease and the pWucts formed.

Inv. B 8-6

Investigate Crk chemical
breakdown of sugar.

Inv, B 8-3

Investigate the effect of
oxygen on cell growth.

Describe photosynthesis - relate
the sl:ructure to the functionmg
leaf.

Ex. 44

Leaf Anatomy

(Abramoff)
Incl. 15-2 - Leaf

Structure and
Function (BSCS
Yellow)

Ing, 15-3 - Leaf Pigm
(BSCS

Yellow)

Inc'. 15-6 - Stomata
(BSCS

Yellow)

Relate the energy exchanges
within the total biosphere.

Describe how radioactive isotopes
are used as "tracers" in determining
physiological processes in cells.
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SCIENCE CURRICULUM GUIDE
LEVEL 4 (9-12)
CHEMISTRY

PREFACE

The relationship of all the various concepts in chemistry to the general
In this book,

headings Change, Continuity, Diversity, etc., are tenuous at best.

an attempt has been made to classify the most important basic skills of chemistry

into thcA various categories and may tend to confuse the reader.
It would be possible to classify all things of chemistry under Change since
that is what chemistry is all about, but in the interest of science, a more preIn every case the concepts covered

cise separation of concepts has been attempted.

6
reflect some degree of relationship to the definition of the general heading.

Under Change, for example, the historical progression of models of the atom
is introduced to reflect man's constant quest for truth and the resulting changes
in thinking that occur as a result of that quest.

Organic chemistry is introduced

because it bridges the gap between living and non-living things.
The references to the activities are given according to the following code.

1968

Experimental Chemistry; Geffner/Lauren

EC

1973

Chemistry and the Environment; D'Auria, Gilchrist & Stone

CE

1967

Laboratory Experiments in the New Chemistry; Cambridge

LEC

1966

Scientific Experiments in Chemistry; Weaver

SEC

1971

Laboratory Chemistry; Carmichael, Haines, Smoot

LC

1966

Exercises and Experiments in Chemistry; Metcalfe, Williams, Castka

EEC

1971

Spaces Resources for Teachers Chemistry:

National Aeronautics
SRC

and Space Administration
1973

Chemistry, An Investigative Approach; Cotton, Darlington, Lynch

CIA

1963

Chemistry & Experimental Science; Malin

CES

1973

Modern Chemistry

MC
60

Level Four (9-12), Chemistry

CHANGE

Our environment, living and non-living,

microscopic and macroscopic, is constantly
undergoing change.

OBJECTIVES

Ch 4.10

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

NOTES

Careers:

Chemical reactions involve the consumption

Chemical engineer

of reacting substances

Electroplater

rod the formation of

Laboratory technician

new substances.

The

Silversmith

description of a che-,-

teal reaction is given

by a balanced chemical
equation.

The equa-

tion may be read in
units of molecules,
moles, gas volume.

Ch 4,11

!,lake a quantitative

tudv of a reaction
between a metal and

Measure the mass of metals involved in the reaction and between
metal and ion.

Determine the molar

the aqueous solution

ratio of these two substances.

of a metalic salt.

Write a balanced equation for the

CES

6

CIA - 19-4
LC

5,

EEC -

11

9

8

process.

Ch 4.12

ke a quantitative
study of the reac-

Measure the volume of H2(g)

CES

tion between magne-

formed when a known mass of Mg(s)

EEC

15

sium and hydro-

reacts with excess HC1 (aq) .

EEC

14

chloric acid.

mine the experimental value for the

EC - 15

volume of H2(g) formed with 1 mole

LEC

of Mg(s) reacts with excess HC1

LC

(aq)

.

Deter-

-

30

22

Compare the experimental

value to the theoretical value.
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-
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Wectives
Ch 4.18

Ch 4.19

TuRgested Activities
Mix various combinations of acids

Write balanced equa-

Write balanced equations

tions describing

and bases.

acid-base reactions.

for the reactions.

Mix various oxidizing agents

Write balanced equa-

Write equations

tions describing

and reducing agents.

oxidation-reduction

for cases where oxidation-reduction

reactions.

reactions occur,

Class discussion on the fundamental

Ch 4 IHA Write balanced
equations describ

rules for balanci4 ionic equations.

Notes

CES - 17
LEC - 19, 20

CES - 20
LC

33, 34

LEC - 39

Chemistry Experimental
Foundations, pages 123

ing the dissolving

to 125.

of ionic solids.

SEC -

Ch 4.19S Determine by experiment Cie pro-

.

Perform qualitative tests to

determine the products of the com-

29,

CES - 4
CIA - 4-8

ducts of a combustion bustion of paraffin.
rea,tiOn.

Det,.:rmine by experi-

mmt the products

,

Electrolyze an

of KI.

aqueous solution

CES

31

CES

12

Use qualitative tests to

the electrolysis

determine anode and cathode reactions.

a solution of KI.

Write balanced half reactions and
the net reaction.

Ch 4,1cID Perform the follow-

.

Class discussion on the mole

ing types of calcu-

method of solving the types of

EEC - pgs. 25-29

lations involving

problems listed in 4.19D.

EC pgs. 259-268

chemical equations:
a)

weight-weight

b)

weight-gas volume

c)

gas volume-gas

d)

weight-liquid
vOlume

e)

liquid volume

63

133

131

I

Lh

Auy,

taut:,

plc:;en!
/c)

OL.

in

uch o':17

the
!late-Hal

L

in excess
TI,e structure of the
aLor: s still not
comp1cre1y understood but man's understanding of its propel:ties has gone through
evolutionary stages.
It
bcw,an with Democritus
c,.ho described and named
the atom because it
represented a tiny indivisible particle.
Much later, Ernest

Rutherford,s a result
of X-ray diffraction
studies proposed that
the atom was a hollow
sphere with a tiny concentrated mass center.
Niels Bohr then proposed that the atom
had a nucleus surrounded by negatively
charged particles
called electrons in
planet-like orbits
about the nucleus.

H:

18

Hine t.liv
bv

EC

the .loctrical idaf-Ang of

coppec,

Do model 1:1::.7.ion by having students i)redict

LEC

15; EC,

3

composition, sze,

shpe, etc, fo! ,:kknon objects in a
sealed box,

olecule by
def:ermination of film dimensions of an
'ALIsure the

Q

dl

CIA

-

1,0

5

HzIscible liquid on the surface of
water,

(HiCi

uoup L)

!Htetials, identify
f.hu!;(. changes that

are rhyscal and
U.use thot are chonal when the mnLLrials are com-

Hned or

.,111-)jected

HI chanr,iv condi1.1m

1 3 /3

InvestiNte some chanyoc in
tter,

4, LC

EC
CE

-

3;

EEC -

4.

1

ich
in riatHI.,J1

SUGUSTED AC=IEF,
1:0

NOTES

Fot the equilibrium

J.

aA + b5;ieC

cowant (K)

a
!Ala[blb
riven temperlture.

The above expere,ion
is called the e!iaili-

brium law relaLion pr

russ action exprosH01.1. For the system.

E is called the
equilibrium constant,

Co 4.11

Determine the

,

Use colorimetric techniques to

CES

15

33

dissociation con-

determine the equilibrium con-

LEC

stant of FeSCN1-2

centrations of Fe4.3(ay) SCN-(ay)

LC - 28

(xi).

and FeSCN+2 at four different

CIA - 22-14
EEC

39

Allow solid copper to react with

CES

16

solubility product

a saturated solution of silver acetate.

EC

constant of silver

Measure the mass of Cu(s) that reacts,

LEC

lcetate.

Use the equation for the reaction

LC - 29

between Cu(s) and Ag+ (ay) to deter-

CIA

mine (Ae (ay)] and [CH3C04-(41.

SEC - 45

Substitute these values into the

EEC

points of equilibrium,

S 'Istituto

these values into the mas

action

e;Tression to obtain dissociation

(Astant of FeSCN+2,
Co 4,12

Determine the

mass action expression to obtain
Ksp.

23

34

22

40

-

17

SI,yested Activitis
Use acid-base indicators to determine

[1-1+

(aq)] of an acetic acid

solution of known concentration.

Notes

CES -

18

LEC - 36
EC

24

Use the balanced equation for the
dissociation of acetic acid to obtain [CH3C00- (aq)).

Substitute

these values into the mass action
expression to'obtain KA.

Co 4,13

Alter the temperature, pressure,

Use the Principle

Chemistry Exp. Founda-

of LeChatelier to

and concentration of several equili-

tions, pages 241-249.

predict changes in

brium systems and apply Le Chatelier's

LEC

the state of e4ui1i-

Principle.

31,32

brium.

Co 4.14

Calculate equili-

.

Class discussion of general prin-

Foundations of Chem-

brium concentrations

ciples of equilibrium calculations,

istry, pages 281,

in the following

followed by an application to speci-

302-304, pages 310 to

cases:

fic areas such as solubility equi-

312.

a) the solubility

libria, and acid-base chemistry.

of a salt given
KSp,

b) pH and p0H of a
solution of a
strong acid
given KA.

c) pH and p0H of a
solution of a

weak acid given
KA.

d) pH in a buffer
solution.

Co 4.15

Predict spontaneity

Modern Chemistry,

of reaction using

pages 368-373

K, in the following
cases:
a)

a general case
of equilibrium;

compare trial
value to K.
67

141

Notes

'lested- RetintTes

(TITIectLves

b) Will a precipitation occur?

Compare trial
value to Ks,
c) Will an Arrhenius acid-base
reaction occur?
Compare trial
value to Kw.

Co 4.16

Describe how a !Alf-

.

Apply the Principle of Le Thatelier

fer system resists

to an equilibrium system composed

change ir pH.

of a weak acid and its salt.

Co. 4,17 For the equilibrium

.

Place a tube containing the equi-

system NO20N204,

librium system first in ice water,

determine the effect

then boiling water.

Observe results.

of temperature.

Co 4,18

Given a sample of a

,

Place sample of pure solid in an

pure solid having

appropriate container along with a

low melting point,

thermometer and heat.

predict the shape

perature at predetermined time

of the curve re-

intervals.

Record tem-

LC - 15

EC - 5
SEC - 19

LEC - 10, 11

sulting from a plot
of temperature vs.
time as the sub-

stance is heated to
its boiling point.

Co 4,20

Careers:

A mole of a subst9qe

Metallurgist

contains 6.02 x lO
units (AvogadroNumber)
of a substance.

Co 4.21

Perform calcula-

Class discussion on the following

tions involving

operations:

atomic weight.

Conversion of:

a) grams of an element to moles

68

14 IV

1 43

4.22

Notes

Slested Activities

(biectives

b) moles of an element to grams

Chemistry Experimental

c) moles of an element to atoms

Foundations, page 43,

d) atoms of an element to moles

Schaum's Outline Series

e) grams of an element to atoms

of College Chemistry,

f) atoms of an element to grams

Chapter 4,

Class discussion involving

Perform calculations
involving molecular

the following operations:

weight.

1)

Calculation of molecular

Schaum's Outline of
College Chemistry,
Chapter 4.

weight of a compound
given the molecular formula
and a list of atomic weights
2)

Conversion of:

a) grams of a compound to
moles

b) moles of a compound to
grams.
,

c) moles of a compound to
molecules

d) molecules of a compound to
moles

e) grams of a compound to

moleples
f) umiNcules of compound to
atoms

g) molecules of a compound to
grams

h) grams of a compound to
atoms
Careers:

Every substance has

Co 4.30

Petro-chemist

characteristic physical properties.

Co 4.31

Co 4,32

Determine by experi-

Measure the mass and volume of

ment the density of

samples of two gases.

LWD gases,

their density.

Dotemine by experiment the melting
point of a pure

Calculate

Measure the melting point of
Paradichlorobenzene.

CES -

6

LC - 22

CES

3

LEC - 11

LC - 15

s6stance.

1

1

69

14"

Experimen.

Fou!ibtjons, pages 2.
OF

r,itk.-C

ech of rhe

I'

o

!!,!T,rt

1:',...:1,)1H,!1

1,!ft!tor!,-,

230.

ra Le .

:
..;!LiLurc: Ot r:...ants
!))

t cmpemtIre.
concentrAt..ion

(inLerface for
heero?,eneous

reaAions)
!!1.

Discu

:nr raLL!
-

concqL of reaction
ITCOS C.O no por.en-

Chemi:,Ary Experiment

Foundations, Page 22

tial ene1.7! di;:wrari,

-;)L

!!,1.

.1).1,

Ht1ci.u.,

to

..!

,
I

pure

!

;

11

4.51

Carry out calculations involving:

a) boiling point
elevation

Notes

Suggested Activit ifs

Objectives

.

Discuss examples of the types of

calculations listed in 4.51.

Schaum's Outline of
College Chemistry.

Chapter 13
LC - 26

b) freezing point
lowering

c) vapor pressure
lowering

71

118

149

Fow

C.hmibt:ry

jtUit plit2Mi
.Hch crin he (,L,;crveH Jirpliv
iriety of siT:lilariLt',;

H.:!.1.ore00es,

SU(TESTY1) ACTIVITIES

3.1F,CTIVES

10

wide

^

Careers:

Tho kinetic molecular

Research chemist.

'A!cry of matter pro,.y,;cs

AClES

(Jilt matter is

composed of partic1(,
thdt are in motion.
This thL,)ry accounts

for nlany of the uoperties of
solids and gases.

D 4.11

Account for the
follrwing using

.

Apply the kinetic molecular theory

to the list given in D 4.11.

Modern Chemistry,
Chapters 9 and 10.

the kinetic mole-

cular theory of
matter:

a) Boyle'

s Law

h) Charles' Law
2) Amonton's Law
d) Avogadro's

Hypothesis

e) Grahm's Law
of Diffusion
f) Dalton's Law
of Partial
Pressures

g) Brownian Motion
h) Compressibility
of liquids,

solids and
gases.

i) Rate of diffusion of liquids,

solids and

16))

1,!hclses,

151

Oblectives

Etu,csted Actla-tios

Notes

]) Density of liquids, solids
and gases.

k) Volume occupicl and shape
of liquids,

solids and
gases.

1) Change of staN.

m) Temperature

D 4.20

The wave mechanical

Careers:

model of the atom de-

Spectroscopist

,cribes the electrons in
atoms and molecules in
terms of the wave prop-

erties or dectrons.
D 4.21

Account for the fol-

.

Introduce the concept of electrons

lowing nroperties of

occupying orbitals of specif:c

element, using the

energy levels to account for the

Chemistry Experimental
Foundations, Chapter 15.

wave-mec.anical model properties listed on D 4,21.
a) spectra
b) ionization potential

c) general structure
of the periodic
table

D 4.22

Account for the fol-

.

Class discussion on:

valence

lowing:

electrons, valence orbitals, orbi-

a) Bond type (Polar

tal overlap, electronegativity,

Folar covalent,

orientation of orbitals, bond

Ionic).

polarity, molecular polarity, and the

b) Bonding Capacity

Chemistry Experimental
Foundation,, Chapter 16

Lewis Structures.

c) Molecular geometry.

d) Bond and Molecular polarity.

73

153

V 1.

u ft ip le hond'n

e)

D 4,23

es

kcount for the following using the

Construct models of solids mentioned
in D 4.23,

wave-mechanical
Class discussion on the bond type

model:

Properties of
molecular solids,

metals, ionic

involved in the solids mentioned in
4.23.

Molecular and bond polarity

Chemistry Experiment.

Foundation, Chapter
Chem. Study

accounts for solubility.

solids and network solids.

b) Solubility :f
solids,

D 4.30

Careers:

Qualitative analysis in-

Water resource

volves the determination

technician

of what substance(s) is
present in a sample of
matter.

The substance is

identified by its

characteristic chemical
and physical properties.

D 4.31

Determine the compo-

CES

Observe some characteristics

sition of an unknown. to reactions (precipitation) of four
Devise a scheme of
solutions,
nalysis.

-

33

LC - 38

45, 46

EC

Use the scheme in the

determination of an unknown.

D 4.32

Determine which of
the following, Me-2

Observe characteristic precipitation reactions,

(ag), Sn-Q(aq),

11 reactions,

Ca/1-(aq), and

nalysis.

Ba4-2(aq)

are present

in a given solution.

Write equations for
Devise a scheme of

Observe flame tests.

CES
SEC

EEC

34
-

48

48

Use

he scheme to determine the composition of an unknown.

74

15,1

155

Class discussion on the interpro,

er

:or, of Cne
th,20r,;

mite compo.ALion

Law of :multiple
nro.101:tm:hs
LT,:

.Aumes.

40

4

6

eflt1cn(d in

1)

the idLas of atoms and mokcmles,

LT,' of dcfi-

:2)

I

---restej- Act 1v1r..L.k!

.vjectives

Observation is extremely imporrant in
science.

Observe the burning candle and

Make appropriate

n 4.51

CIA -

observations and

determine what is meant by burning,

EC

state them con-

what is burning?, what is produced?,

LEC

cisely but pre-

etc.

1-13
3

4

cisely.

D 4.60

No measured quantity
is known with certainty.

Calculations

must take into consideration the uncertainty of all
measured quantities,

D 4,61

41
Discuss the following opera-

Perform calculations using signi-

tions:

figures.

a)

Given a number determine

Schaum's Outline of
College Chemistry,

Apprndix A & B

which digits in that number
are 1) certain, 2) uncertain,
3) significant figures.
b)

Add, subtract, multiply, and
divide using significant
figures.

D4.62

D4,63

Discuss addition, subtrac-

Chemistry Experimenta:

tions using

tion, 'multiplication, and division

Foundations, Chapter :

notation.

using + notation.

Perform calcula-

Perform computations utilizing
proper metric units

.

Discuss metric units, standards,

spelling and proper abbreviations.

Be sure students undo

stand basic conversiol

using appropriate pre
fixes.

Metrification

materials from DPI.
EC-2; LC-2; EEC-2
76

15-.)

01,

Pqr

1.

ES

Lf;

,

1,11.

jata.

:,tr; rhe tomereture nf the

OFS-14
..,^44.

1.n the reaction beween

rn:tr-ints
,..

fp: (ilq)7

iiitl HSO

Lig),

;?nd int(.1:p1,ot-temerature-

reaction.

time data.

:Thhrine the

rious catalysts with the

,

involvin

of catalysts

rate of a chem
,

rction.

Deter::,..ne the ef-

fect el nature of
:elctant.s

rate

the decom-

position of Na0C1 (ag).

Optional Section
CES-14a

Plot and

Interret rate data.
Ohs(2rve several reactions
(,ionic, molecular, etc.),

Dc-:

duce a relationship between ratk

of chf_.:Jical

of reaction and the nature of

feaction,

reactant

C1',emistry Experimental

Foundotions, pages 212213.

.

77

1U)

161

'A)tes

.0

The (:hemistry of ci:bon

compounds serves Lc
bridge the physical
,,:orld of the non-

living with the world
of the living.

I

4.::1

tudy the properties of

Determine throv,I

nperiments anL

carbon, coal, charcoal,

EEC-pps. 59-62

tc..

resoarch the rure
of carbon compounds
cherH,stry

living ',nings.

.

Discuss and practice

nomenclature for organic

EEC-pps. 63-66,
EC-47

compounds.

Study and discuss some

CIA-16-6, SEC-(33-40)

properties and reactions

EC-(48-50) LE0-(41-44:

of hydrocarbons.

SRC-pps, 165-170
LC-37; CE-pps. 93-110
EC-pps, 327-332

.

Study properties and

chemistry of living things.

CE-pps. 111-117;

SRC-pps. 176-187;

EEC-19; SEC-33-36

78

16

,

1

;

;

ApIly

Life/

thr
ytdrIt.11.y ot
HAvol-ve('.

of

he

to det,:rkline

CE1')-13

nroblem.

01 ((min*

Ilem1 s ry

FAperimenta1

Foundiains, pages

in

relctintl
r.

.

Llut Ly!

p.

di!-,(:11H,,,i(w,

10 :!'"

;I!

biqw,.on ;401id

HA
orcR:yni.i

.

1,.

191-193

tot i t..

in7oly(71,

tml L1e

/9

1.6

165

Srested

Obietives

14

L 4:5

Ltermine a rc1Jtic,1-

.

Notes

Heat metallic :)xides with a

Exp.

4

Note cases

ship between the sta-

laboratory bumer.

bility of substance

where decomposition occurs.

and its h'Jc if for-

Relate stability of oxides to

mation,

their heats of formation,

List contr.4butions

SEC-4

Class discusion involving

Chemistry Experimer

co the molar

the description of various types

Foundations, pages

content of a SV)-

of kinetic energy and potential

202.

stance,

energy of atoms and molecules
in a sample of matter,

L 4,20

The sum of the matter
and energy of the uni-

verse can be neither
increased or decreased
but matter and energy
can be transformed
into each other,

L 4,21

Compare the mass of
re

IL

tants to the

of products in

Measure and compare the mass

SEC-3

of reactants and products in
several precipitation reactions.

ueveral chemical
reactions.

Observe and analyze energy

SRC-Chapter 8

cAnges that occur when a collision between billiard balls
takes place.

Compare the energy involved

Chemistry Experimer

in the decomposition and forma-

Foundations, pages

tion of water.

198-201,

80

leG

16'

'

titi.(1! Tcachcr's
H

H.or,.H 'Jot, aod ;11tw)r0.:

he rel;H

jAra

ined

I l'ilylel;"

Chtipter 4

Experimental Collep
Exp. 16,1

4parltus.

wcen the ..Hume
i)cc:upied by a lixed
..,,HT,h of g!Li and

temperanire at

preure,
P,aord,
The iRldic..nship

Y,ven the volume

yApied by a fixed
wei0 of gas, fl(1 its

IOI.

ddri obtained 3

ind interpret.

Experimental College

the tempera-

7h7qcs, Exp, 16.2

ture of a sample of os is

mia at constant plissure,

rt.qpe.rature dt con[,1,Int pressure.

Dutermtne by expori.-

!It.,1arc, ad interpret hta

ment. the relatic.nship

invo1vinv, the diffusion of

bemen raN of djf-

LWU

lu;don of a gas and

time interval.

p,lses during the same

rhe molecular wejght
Or the gas,
81

conLer

7CriOrr
1:1eS
')

CalCM

Charles' Law

ex'ffple!;

niculations

in 4,256.

Schaun's Outline of
Coil

CheMstry,

ChapLer

7

Boyle's Law
c) Amonton's Law
Grahm's Law
e) Dalton's Law
f) Avogadro's Hypothesis

Guneral Gas

i 11

!:-L

L

A

plccomotive
iment.d1 datt,

.

(2)btdin data involving reac-

ns bet.:een metals and metallic

erie

asure the cell Potential

,:ven cell r4)ten-

olvanic ceit, Using

everal

galvanic cells.

1?

CES-21
CIA-26-1

the hydrogen half-cell at.i a

LC-36

.,,tandard, calculate other

EC-32

n

r.'.11!IS

CIA-24-1

and reactions between halide
ons and halogens, Analysis of
gives ri!;o to a Mort
,..1Ktromotive

potential,

CE;,-20

oxidation potentials,

Svcreqed Activities

Obiectives

4,11

Predict whether or not

.

Predict whether or not redox

a spontaneous reaction

reactions will occur for given

yill occur when a given

pairs of oxidizing and reducing

oxidizing agent is

agents.

mixed with a given

relative positions of reactants on

reducing agent.

the table of oxidation potentials.

Notes

CES-22
LEC-39

Predictions are based on

Predictions are tested by experiment.
r 4,1/

Calculate the cell

.

Several cells are described to

potential of

the student.

several galvanic

calculated for these cells.

Cell potentials are

EC-32

LC-36

cells using the
table of oxida4iion

potentials.

Or 4.15

Determine the factors

ObservL the rusting of iron

CES-38

that affect the

as affected by moisture, variation

LC-35

corrosion and

of pH, and contact with other

LEC-40

subsequent rusting

metals.

of iron.

Or 4.20

The chemical formula
tells the number and
type of atoms in a
molecule.

It may

also tell the
arrangement of the
atoms within the
molecule.

Or 4.21

List information

Class discussion on the inter-

given by empirical,

pretation of empirical,molecular,

molecular and struc-

and structional formulas,

tural formulas,

Or 4.22

Write empirical,

.

Class discussion on basic rules

Chemistry,

molecular, and

for formula writing. Include

Experimental

structural formu-

experimental basis for formulas.

Foundations,

las,

Students work with molecular models.

pages 40-41

and :ages 462-475
84

15

,)f

anC, OH-(4) and Iva'.
Levols,

Add :i.iyrrycr:.o !

indicator.

ind:

to the mknown. Cu7ipare
t-.hy unkmo 1.:o the coloq

to determine H
and On (aq).

.

tho coi.:ci!rnr...rJ-

':.ion of a

solut.i.cin

Titrate the unknon base
inst: a stiindard HCI solution,

Calculate the concentration of

CES-23
LC-32
EC-(27-26)

0H(aq) using the balanced
equation for the reaction between
NaCH and HC1, the measured volumes
of NaOH and BC1, and the concentration of the HC1.
Or

3

Dete'mine the

.

Determine the volume of a

of vit-..omin C in a

standard iodine solution needed

sample of food,

to react with a known mass of
vitamin C.

SEC-31

CE-pps. 72-73

Using this as a

reference, calculate the mass of

vamin C present in an unknown
sample,

85

13

F
Or

,0

V,FH67-ActivitieT

----7

Notes

The scientific method
involves:

d) (ollecting data
b) organizing the datl
c) proposing a theory
(model) to account
for the data.

List observations

,

Observe a burning endle.

CES-1

LEC-4

,lescribing a burn,T,',

candle.

Jeek a regular'ty

involving meljug

Observe the relative melting

CES-2

order of some pure substances.

;:-)ints of pure

Compare melting time of paraf-

substance.

fin and the liquid :ormed when
a candle burns.

Or .,..,

Graph data on a

Measure the length of various

rectangular

objects in centimeters and inches.

coordinate system.

Plot length in centimeters vs.
length in inches.

Study the effect of varying

SEC-2

1) air intake and 2) distance
between burner and beaker, on the
rate that water is heated by a
laboratory burner, Plot data and
compare the slopes for the
different trials.

Or 4,50

Most of chemistry
can be related to
the periodic laws.

o

in

tiOtt.!!)

r

Ar.1

rIily

.

;1!11 1He :rope!te

ixi

204-:1(
'1C-Chxdtcr 5

tht.,

wh: t i.ons or
uire

11V,1

1t.611;ft

qe(H.:ic hem

1.1o1(,cu1dr wei0t, electru-

nelt.ivity.

87

1J0
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SCIENCE CURRICULUM GUIDE

LEVEL 4 (9-12)
PHYSICS

ITANGE

Level Four (9-L), Physics
Our environment, living and non-living

microscopic, and macroscopic, is constantly
undergoing change.

OBJECTIVES
CH

JO Forces on oblects
cause constant change.
Ch 4.11

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

NOTES

Given a list of foices, det,r-

Engineer

gories of forces.

Physicist

Differentiate bet,'o.en

Technician

the different kins of
forces.

Ch 4,12

Show ways of :epre-

Use the triang

senting forces as

methods to resol

.,nd polygon

vectors.

vectors.

Use the cosine and

,

re laws

to find the componl,,,.. and resultants of vector:..

Ch 4.13

List the forces in-

Determine the cohe',

side matter.

adhesive forces of xattcr.

'0,

and

By use of inclined pines establish a relationship between
frictional forces and internal
molecular forces.

Ch 4.14

Evaluate gravity and

Giv,m the value for the gravita-

elastic forces.

tion cohstmt, find the forLe
of attraction between any two
bodies whosr masses Kld separation are .n.wo7n,

183

Careers:

mine the three general cate-

-166-1prElVes

uggeste-T ActiTiMes
Determine the effects of elastic
forces of several types of masses.

Ch 4.15

Desc'Abe moments
,Ind turning

Measure the moment or torque of
a force around an axis.
Study bodies ir equilibrium.

90
al,.

185

-(511:10;

buzsted
Activ1t1u
-.-,...n.

.

Nntes

Forces on ob.:cots

case chanq in lixti
relate r.orce

(iven the trajectorv of a i,ody
undergoing uniform :cceleration
and the mass of the body deter-

Careers:
Pilot

mine the force acting on the
body.

Alternatively, given any
two of the following properties:
force, mass, or trajectory, find
the third.

Ch 4

2

Derion:o_rate Neut.o.

Given a simple physical trocess,

T.1ws of l'I.otion

Jralyze it in terms of Newton's
1 mas of Motion by indicating
which law applies to each step

of the process and how the law
applies at each step.
Ch 4.23 DifferentiilLe between

Describe the distinctions between

nerfial and gravi-

mass and weight and include a

_Honal mass

statement of the /elationship of
these two properties in terms of
Newton's Second Law.

Ch 4.24 DeTonstrate the

Compare the units for force of

correct usage of

the British system and the
metric system.

the units for
force.

Use Newton's Laws of Motion to
determine the units of force.
Ch 4.30 The thermal properties

of matter are in
constant flux
Ch 4.31 Verify the Ideal Gas
Law.

.

Use the model provided by the
Kinetic theory of gases an:
Newton's Laws of Motic.i to derive
the Ideal Gas Law.

91
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Objectives

Su

ested Activities

Use the Ideal Gas Law to solve
problems involving the macroscopic parameters of ideal
gases and to derive additional
properties of ideAl gases.
Ch .4.32

Describe a model for
the Ideal Gas Law

Develop a model for the Ideal
Gas Law and explain it.

Ch 4.33

Account for the heat
capacity of gas

Study the concepts of heat
capacity as it relates to an
Ideal Gas.

Ch 4.34

Evaluate the laws of
thermodynamics

Use knowledge of First Law of
Thermodynamics, Temperature, the
Ideal Gas Law, and Molecular
Specific Heats to calculate
energy and temperature changes
in an isolated system.
Given an isolated system, use
order-disorder arguments to
qualitatively describe how the
entropy of the system has in
creased in accordance with the
Second Law of Thermodynamics.
Use the Second Law of Thermodynamics and its statistical
interpretatim to explain why
the reverse of an irreversible
process is not observed to
occur,.

Ch 4.35

Account for the
transport of heat.

92

1 83

Identity statements about heat
engines as true or false.

Objectives

Suggested AEETities
.

1

Calculate the amount of heat,
in calories and joules, generated when some form of energy
is subject to dissipation as
heat.

Level Four (9-12) Physics
There is constancy in cause-and-effect

(_:ONTINUITY

,

relationships which precludes any abrupt
reversal in natural phenomena.

OBJECTIVES

CO '.10

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

NOTES

In our phy-ical world
there exists a relationsf,ip between matter
ficl energy cllaracterizod

by wave activity.

Co 4.11

Determine how

Describe the three modes of wave

waves behave.

propagation in matter, their

Lab technician

polarizability; give physical

Oceanographer

examples of the waves in various

Physicist

modes and be able to tell what

Rocket des:gner

parameters determine the speed

Teacher

Careers:

of propagation in the examples
given.

Demonstrate an understanding of
concept of superposition by
drawing the resultant of two

wave pulses before, during and
after the time that the two
pulses are superimposed.
Co 4.12

Give an explanation

Identify statements pertaining

of simple models

to various modes of wave propa-

of wave motion.

gation in matter as true for
transverse wave pulses, true for
longitudinal wave pulses, or
false for wave pulses in general.

Co 4.13

Evaluate periodic

Gi-en any two of the following

waves, waves at

three waves characteristics:

boundaries, inter-,

wavelength, period, and velocity,

ference of waves,

in either symbolic or numeric

and stationary

form, solve for the third unknown

waves.

characteristic and also be able
to convert from period to frequency or vice-versa.

1

191

Sutif&sLeg_Actiyllies

Given the wavelength, speed,
and angle of incidence of a
wave approaching the boundary
between two media, and the
angle characterizing the direction of propagation of the
refracted wave, determine the
wavelength, frequency of the
refracted wave, and the speed
of propagation in the medium.
Find the index of refraction
at the interface and identify
deviations from the law of
rofraction as dispersion.

With the aid of a diagram,
derive an expression for the
displacement from the central
maximum of the first node in an
interference pattern created
by two coherent point sources.
Find the separation of the two
first order nodes given the
separation of the sources, the
wavelength of the disturbances,
and the distance fram the
sources to the point of
observation.
Given the propagation velocity
and length of a string fixed on
both ends, find the frequency of
the two fundamental and the first
two overtones, and draw the,
shapes of the three standing
waves.

I.jectives

CO 4.20

uagestel lct1v,t1es

otes

The nature of light is
such that it behaves as
if it were matter or
energy

Co 4.21

Co 4.22

Determine the sources

Study the excitation levels

of light.

of atoms with respect to

Astronomer

radiation levels in the

Optician

visible part of spectrum.

Optometrist

Describe methods of

Careers:

determining intensit
.

Using a standard candle and a
photometer, establish the
relationship between candlepower and other light sources.

Co 4.23

Describe the various

.

Using both a point and a large

phenomena that may

light source, study the

occur when light

penumbra and umbra parts of a

strikes a solid

shadow.

.

object.
.

Use a diffraction grating to
find the wavelength of light.

Co 4.24

Differentiate between

.

reflection and re-

Examine reflections using both
a plane and curved mirror.

fraction.
.

Observe refraction using various
mediums.

Co 4.25

Examine the concept

.

of light as a wave.

State Huygen's Principle and

use it to show, with the aid of
a diagram, why diffraction occurs

when a wave is incident upon a
barrier with a small hole in it.

.

Investigate a.complex system that
includes both refraction and
reflection:

193

96

a prism.

19

"4

Objectives

SuOTiTTEIVIIIes

Flutes

Use ci diffraction grating to

examine the interference of
light waves.

CO 4.30

Sound is a macro-

Careers:

scopic manifestation

Audiologist

of a microscopic

Telephone Operator

phenomenon
Co 4,31

Co 4.21

Co 4.33

Determine the sources

Observe molecular actions which

of sound waves.

cause sound in various media.

Explain the physical

Examine the workings of the

principle of the

human ear and compare it to

sound detector.

sound recording equipment.

Describe the

Relate the mathematical re-

phenomena of music

lationships between various

pitches, octaves, etc. of
various musical instruments.

Given the propagation velocity
and length of a string fixed
at both ends, be able to find
the frequency of the fundamental and the first two overtones, and draw the shapes of
the three standing waves.

1.96
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DIVERSITY

Level Four (9-12), Physics
The vast number of natural phenomena
which can be observed display a wide
variety of similarities and differences

OBJECTIVES

D i'L.10

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

NOTES

Various forms of matter

Esplay many similarities as well as differences.

D 4.11

D 4.12

Differentiate between

.

From a list of materials,

Careers:

solids, liquids and

differentiate which is solid,

Chemical Enginee

gases.

liquid or gaseous.

Metallurgist

Differentiate between

.

molecules and atoms.

Determine the difference
between molecules and atoms.

.

From a list of materials,

determine which are molecular
and which are atomic.
D 4.13

Describe the internal

Differentiate between molecular
forces and nuclear forces.

workings of molecules
and atoms.

Describe the differences in order
of magnitude of molecular forces
as opposed to nuclear forces.
D 4,20

Various dynamic
forces are at work
in the universe.

D 4.21

Evaluate the concept

.

Given simple situations involv-

of magnetic forces and

ing mutual forces between

fields,

permanent magnets, predict the
behavior of the magnets.

.

Investigate and relate the
comparison between the earth's

197
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magnetic field and that of a
simple bar magnet (Gilbert's
hypothesis).

193

uggeste

Activities

Indicate the direction of
magnetic fields due to currents
and/or permanent magnets in
simple geometries by drawing
the position of several compass
needles in the field.
D 4.22

Demonstrate the
relationships
between magnetism and
electricity.

Devise a method of measuring
currents using the relation
between currents, magnetic field,
and force on a current-carrying
conductor.
Find the force between two current carrying wires by treating
one wire as a current in the
magnetic field of the other.
Use the Lorentz force to analyze
the dynamics of charged particles
moving in magnetic fields.

Find the EMF induced when a
gi/en magnetic flux through a
circuit of known dimensions
changes with time.
State Lenz's Law in his own
words and tell why a violation of
the law would constitute a
violation of energy conservation.

Use Lenz's Law to explain why
motors draw more current when
functioning slowly than when
functioning at their full operating speed.
Explain how Maxwell's postulate
of displacement current led to
his theory of electromagnetic
waves.

199

Objectives

Su

es

d Acti i

Explain how the experiments
performed by Hertz verified
Maxwell's theoretical prediction
about the existence of electromagnetic waves and the similarity of these waves to light
waves.

Given a list of various types of
radiation, identify those which
are E-M radiation and order them
according to wavelength or
frequency.
,

theck the literature for recent
research on the monopole.

230

INTERACTION

Level Four (9-12), Physics

The interactions of living and non-living
matter in an environment and the resulting
exchange of energy determine the nature of
the environment,

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

NOTES

Every object in space

,..10

his a motion inter-

acting with the motion
of every other object
in space.
I 4.11

Explain motion in

.

Distinguish between a fixed and

Careers:

space using frames

accelerating frame of ref-

Astronaut

of reference.

erence and the effect upon

Civil Engineer

observation.
4.12

Differentiate between

Given a simple physical process,

motion with a

analyze it in terms of Newton's

constant force and

Laws of Motion.

a variable force.

.

Given the trajectory of a body
undergoing uniform acceleration,
and the mass of the body deter-

mine the force acting on the
body.

.

Describe distinctions between
mass and weight and include a
statement of the relationship
of these two properties in terms
of Newton's Second Law.

I 4.13

Describe circular

,

Derive an expression for

motion at constant

centripetal acceleration using

speed and constant

vectors, rectilinear kinematics

acceleration.

and the properties of uniform
circular motion.

101

201

Given a body of known mass

undergoing uniform circular
motion and the radius and
period of the body, find the

magnitude and indicate the
direction of the force which
is keeping the body in its
circular orbit,

I 4.20

The relationship
between man and machine
is that of work and
energy.

I 4,21

Define work,

Demonstrate an understanding of

Careers:

work by calculating the amount

Engineer

of work done by given constant

Hydraulic Spec.

forces applied over finite distance.

I 4.22

Evaluate work done

Show that the potential energy

by varying forces.

gained by raising A body to a
height, h, above the Earth's
surface (h is very small com-

pared to Earth's radius) is
equal to work done against the
weight of the body.

Use the con-

cept of work to demonstrate that
the gain in potential energy is
dependent only upon the final
position of the body and not

upon the path taken to reach the
final position.

I 4,23

Define power.

Use the concept of work to derive
the definition of power.

I 4.24

Differentiate between

A
n monstrate that an object raised

potential energy and

to I certain height has A poten-

kinetic energy.

tial energy equivalent to thst
object falling through the same
distance.

2°3

102

20 I

Objectives

r

Suggested Activities

I 4.25

Interpret the law of
conservation of
mechanical energy.

Solve mechanics problem's that
require the simultaneous application of conservation of momentum and conservation of energy.

I 4.26

List and describe
the six simple
machines.

Given examples of present-day
machinery, identify the simple
machines represented.

LIMITATION

Level Four (9-12), Physics

Natural phenomena are limited by the fundamental
nature of matter and cnergy.

There is an overall

tendency towards random distribution of energy and
a corresponding tendency toward equilibrium in an
environment.

OBJECTIVES

L 4.10

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

NOTES

Certain forces are
limited by nature.

L 4.11

Explain the concept

.

of gravity.

Given the value for the gravi-

Careers:

tation constant, find the force

Carpenter

of attraction between any two

Civil Engineer

bodies whose masses and

Physicist

separation are known.

Calculate

the change in the force with
changes in mass or separation.

.

Describe the historical approach
to obtaining the value of G.

L 4.12

Explain Newton's Law

Determine G and Newton's Laws of

of Universal Gravi-

Motion and how they are used to

tation.

,find the masses of heavenly bodies.

By combining Newton's Second Law
of Motion with the Universal Law
of Gravitation justify Galileo's
interpretation of the behavior of
freely falling bodies.

203
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207

-51-ictives

este

t vit es

Notes

Use the knowledge of the Moon's
motion and position to verify
the inverse-square dependence
of the Universal Law of Gravitation by calculating the
centripetal acceleration of the

moon toward the Earth and
comparing it to the acceleration
due to gravity at the Earth's
surface.

L 4.13

Compare the concepts

Give examples of physical

of f-rces, fields

quantities which can be repre-

and energy.

sented by fields and indicate

whether the field representing
each quantity is vector or
scalar.

Given a statement abourelectric field lines, determine

whether it is true or false
and explain the reason for this
choice.

Given the electrical formulism
of fields, give the corresponding analogous sravitational
formulism.

L 4.14

Evaluate the electro-

When given the charge on each of

static force includ-

two identical electroscopes before

ing positive and

contact, demonstrate an under-

negative charges.

standing that the net charge on a

body is equal to the difference of
positive and negative charge by
predicting what the behavior of the
two identical electroscopes will be
when they are touched together.

105
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209

SuggestA Activities

Objectives

Explain how charged objects
brought close to uncharged
objects can impart behavior
characteristics of chargcd
objects without making
physical contact with the
uncharged objects.

Given the charge and position
of any number of point charges,
apply Coloumb's Law and the
principles of vector addition
using sine, cosine, and tangent
functions to determine the
magnitude and direction of the
electrostatic force on each
point of charge.
Demonstrate an understanding of
electric potential by calculating the change in the kinetic
energy of a charged particle
that moves between regions of
differing electric potential.
Calculate the electric field
between parallel plates given
the potential difference and
separation of the plates. Use
this value of the electric field
to find the magnitude of the
force on a charged particle given
the amount of charge on a particle
L 4.15

Compare spring restoring forces and
periodic motion.

Using a springbalance, study
the effects of Hooke's Law.

Evaluate the period of pendulums
of various lengths.

106

.210

Obrectives

L 4.16

Snigeste6 Activities

Explain the force

Demonstrate comprehension of the

of friction,

equivalence of work to the

Notes

change in kinetic energy of a
body in the absence of con-.
servative forces by solving one

dimensional dynamics problem
involving frictional force,

Straight line motion is

L 4.20

restricted to two
dimensions.

L 4.21

Careers:

Differentiate between

Given a list of physical quanti-

vector and scalar

ties, determine which are vector

Lab Technician

quantities and

quantities and which are scalar

Teacher

determine resultant

quantities.

of two or more vectors.

Given two or more vectors in two

dimensions, find the magnitude
and direction of the resultant
using a protractor and a ruler,

L 4,22

Evaluate distance,

Given the position, velocity, or

placement, speed and

acceleration of a body as a

velocity.

function of time, represent the
revolution of this kinematic

quantity in a graphical form, and
from this graph, be able to con-

struct graphs of the evolution of
the remaining two kinematic quantitie8 also as a function of time,
Given any standard kinematic
formula relating to distance,
speed, and/or acceleration to,

time, derive the formula making

use of simple algebraic and
geometric concepts.

2 11
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Objectives
L 4.23

.

Differentiate between
average and
instantaneous speed.

Suggested Activities

By use of geometric and trigonometric means, study the concepts
of average and instantaneous
speed.

Using a timing device and a moving
object, find the speed, displacement
and acceleration, of the object.
By use of a graph of the motion of
an object, find its instantaneous
velocity, acceleration, and
determine the characteri3tics of
its motion.
L 4.24

Given a physical situation
involving uniform acceleration of
a body and two of the four following
quantities, by application of the
appropriate kinematic formulas,
determine the two quantities not

Describe uniform
acceleration.

given:

1)
2)
3)
4)
L 4.250

Describe the effects
of the acceleration of
gravity.

Distance traveled
Elapsed time
Change in velocity
Acceleration

Explain the difference in approach
to the problem of free fall used by
Aristotle and Galileo, and the
corresponding difference in their
solutions to the problem.
By means of a timer and a falling
body, determine the uniform
acceleration due to the force of
gravity.

21
108

Obectives
L 4.30

The laws of physics are
limited by conservation
phenomena.

L 4.31

Evaluate the concept
of the conservation
matter.

Examine the law of conservation
of matter and hqw it relates to
Einstein's E=mc4.

L 4.32

Explain the
conservation of
electrical charges.

Compare electrical charges as
related to potential and
kinetic energy and their
conservation.

L 4.33

Explain the conservation of momentum,
linear and angular.

Apply the law of momentum conservation to determine the
velocities of objects in a
"closed system" given their
initial velocities and masses.
.

L 4.34

Explain the conservation of energy.

.

Demonstrate an understanding of
momentum conservation by
describing the motion of the
center of mass in a simple
dynamic system,
Demonstrate an understanding of
conservation of energy by
tracing the changes in the types
of energy in a system as the
system progresses through
various stages in a simple
dynamical evolution.
Discuss the applicability of
the concept of conservation of
energy to processes in fields
outside physics.

Objectives
L 4.35

Differentiate between
elastic and inelastic
interactions.

Suggested Activities
.

Relate elastic collisions as
examples of'momentum and energy
conservation.

Compare elastic and inelastic
collision as related to momentum and energy conservation.

0
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Level Four (9-12), Physics

ORGANIZATION

Systematic relationships exist in
natural phenomena.

Systems

systems comprise the universe.

OBJECTIVES

Or 4.10

NOTES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Matter and energy in
the universe is in
Pquilibrium.

Or 4,11

Explain the particle

Calculate the deBraglie wave-

nature of waves and

length of a particle given

the wave nature of

sufficient information to find the

particles.

particle's momentum.

Careers:

Nuclear Physicist

Indicate

whether the wave nature of the
particle must be taken into
account in a given context and give
a reason for this choice.

Describe an experiment which
illustrate the wave-like behavior of particles.

Or 4.12

Dvcribe the Uncer-

Describe Heisenberg's Uncertainty

tainty Principle and

Principle and give an example of

its effect on

how it affects nuclear calcula-

nuclear calculations.

tions.

Use the Uncertainty Principle to
estimate the ground state energy
level of the electron in a hydrogen atom given.the uncertainty
in the position of the electron.

Or 4.13

Evaluate the Quantum

Given the wavelength and intensi-

Mechanics of a

ty of a monochromatic light beam,

system.

use Planck's Law to calculate the
photon frequency, energy, and
flux.

217
111

216

151$ ectives

Siligestecf ktivities

TirtTs

Find the minimum wavelength of
an X-ray photon created by
stopping an electron which has
been accelerated through a given
electrical potential.

Demonstrate an understanding of
the Compton effect by calculating
the change in the frequency of

a photon after a collision with
a free electron, given the recoil
angle of the photon and assuming
that the momentum of the photon
is not significantly reduced by
the collision.

Demonstrate understanding of
photoelectric effect by calculating the work function of a
metal given the potential necessary to stop a photoelectron
and the wavelength of the photon
which ejected the electron.
Or 4.20

Electric circuits have
brought man into the
modern age of technology.

Or 4.21

Describe the basic

.

Given an electrolytic cell con-

Careers:

components of an

nected .to a current source, the

Electrician

electric circuit

constituents of the cell, the

Electronic Engi

and how these

mass and type of material which

Television

function.

has been deposited on one of the

Technician

electrodes of the cell, and the
time over which that material has
been deposited (assuming a constant

current), find the total charge which
has passed through the cell and the
current.

Design a model for electricity.

218

112

219

Suggested Activities

Objectives
Or 4.22

Design simple series
circuits and circuits
with branches.

Or 4.23

Evaluate circuits
through the use of
amplifiers.

Or 4.24

Demonstrate the
use of meters in
complex circuits
to determine Ohm's

Given a simple array of voltage
sources and resistances, draw
equivalent circuits, applying the
laws for adding resistances and
voltages and determine the potential at each junction and the
current through each branch by
applying Ohm's Law and current
conservation.

.

Given various voltages and
currents, evaluate circuits
using no amplifier and an
amplifier by use of Ohm's Law
and current conservation.
.

Insert ammeters and voltmeters
in various series, parallel, and
combination circuits.

Law.

Or 4.25

Describe the
construction of an
electric meter.

220

.

Design an ammeter and voltmeter
showing use of shunts.

APPENDICES
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APPISPIX I

RE( AMENDED TIME ALIOTMENT FOR SCIENCE

that the teacher spend a minimum
At the kindergarten level it is recommended
natural science with the students.
of 20 minutes three days a week exploring
,

that the teacher spend a minimum
At the first cade level it is recommended
natural science with the students.
of 20 minutes five days a week exploring
At the 2nd

3rd,

/and 4tILLELleachltalLel it is recommended that the

days a weOcexploring natural
teacher spend a minimum of 30 pinutes a day five
sciences with the students.

(grades 5 to 8) it is recommended
At the junior high andjor middle school level,
day five days a week exploring
that the teacher spend a minimum of 40 minutes a
natural science with the students.
science such as health,
Instructional time spent in related areas of natural
of this basic time allotment.
drug, sex and/or emergency preparedness is not part

time allotments adopted by the
This time allotment complies with the suggested
Delaware State Board of Education on May 15, 1969.
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APPENDIX II

SCIENCE COURSES1

1.

CONCEPTUALLY ORIENTED PROGRAM IN ELEMENTARY SCIENCE (COPES).

1972-1973.

Morris H. Shamos, Department of Physics, New York University, 4 Washington
Place, New York, New York

Dqest.

10003,

COPES is a science program for students in grades K-6.

The curriculum

materiPls developed:by the project consist,..in the main, of teacher guides that

provide understanding of the science involved and permit teachers to guide
pupils through the student-oriented activities,

2.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE STUDY (ESS).

1962-1973.

Joseph Griffith, Education

Development Center, Inc., 55 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts

D4est,

02160.

The Elementary Science Study project developed 56 units for use in

science programs from kindergarten through the 8th grade.

Each unit is designed

to be used over a range of grade levels, depending on the scope and depth of the
approach.

ESS units do not comprise an elementary school science curriculum.

Rather, teachers-may select from them to construct a course to meet local needs
or to supplement existing courses.

Their adaptability enables use in conventional

or "open" classroom settings.

3.

SCIENCE CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT STUDY (SCIS).

1962-

Robert Karplus,
94720.

Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California, Berkeley, California

Digest.

The SCIS project has developed ungraded selueniial physical and life

science programs for the elementary school that are designed to turn tl.e clu.sroom
into a library,

4.

SCIENCE - A PROCESS APPROACH (SAPA):

COMMISSION ON SCIENCE EDUCATION.

1962-1971.

John R. Mayor, American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1515
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.

20005.

;National Science Foundation, Course and Curriculum Improvement Projects,
1974, p.

225
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Science - A Process.A2proach is an elementary school science curriculum
for use in kindergarten through grade 6. Topics covered in the exercises
sample widely from the various fields of science. Mathematics topics are

Digest.

included, to be used when needed as preparation for other science activities.
The program has a sequential pattern to provide a developmental progression
of increasing competence in the processes of science.

5.

J. Myron Atkin, Department
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PROJECT (ESSP). 2960-1969.
of Astronomy,
of Elementary Education, and Stanley P. Wyatt, Jr., Department
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois

61801,

The project staff, made up of professional astronomers, science
education specialists, and classroom teachers, identified and developed certain

Diiest,

major conceptual themes in astronomy appropriate for upper elementary and junior
basis of findings from
high school students. Materials were revised on the
The final product is a
extensive field tests and other evaluation activities.
series

of six books, each accompanied by a teacher guide.

..
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APPLND1X III
.GFARAf. GOALS OF A CAREER-SCIECE (1RR1CULUA1

A.

of the broad range of careers available to
students
an
awareness
To instill in
them.

B.

To integrate career
learn to understand

of students as they
information, and broaden the horizon
problem solving, and deCision
and use scientific processes in

making.

C.

science in student's career and educational
To make obvious the value of
planning.

available for all ranges of

D.

respected vocations
To show students that there are
intellectual and manual talent.

E.

techniques to understand himself, his interests,
with
better
To provide student
they fit his career potential.
talents and abilities, and how

F.

within the students for understanding
To help develop an intrinsic motivation
the science curricillur.
science and perceiving the value of

Related), Minusota State Department of Instruction,
Science Unit (Career
Vccational-Technical Division.
1
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APPENDIX IV
IN61PYCII0S1
NON-SCIFNCL IliroPY IN SCIENIE

to find out
has been vitally concerned
recolded
history,
man
Throdghout his
universe.
all that he can about his

ways,Taised questions
He has explored it in mary

knowledge,
could increase and organize his
by
which
he
about it, designed methods
explainir4 hi,- own origin
him in understanding and
systems
to
aid
and developed

Among these systems are philosophy,

universe.
and nature.and His place in the

science.
religions, folklore, the arts, and

collected
the universe through data
Science is the system of knowing about
experimentation.
by observation and controlled

As data are collected, theories

been observed.
and account for what has
are advanced to explain
is three fold:
a theory valid in science

observed:

The true test of

been
(1) its ability to.Acplain, what has

and (3) its
has not yet been observed;
toirglist
what
(2) its ability

experimentation and to he modified
ability to be testeg by further

required by

th( acquisition of new data.

Delawo Stat

natural SCIPAcc! vhoation curriculum

the', Mawr'. Schools, Aquq i4,

230
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APPENDIX V
READING FOR SCIENCE

in science is that
One of the common excuses for not completing the expected work

the children can't read.

For this reason there are occasions when time which normally

should be allotted to science instruction is used instead for reading.

There are two

possible solutions to this problem, neither to be considered alone:

1.

Incorporate science material into the reading program;

2,

Develop skills in reading science literature,

the
To incorporate science material into the reading program, the resources of

itstructional Materials Center become essential.

related books and magazines are on the market,

A wlde variety of intere8ting scienceIf the reading needs of the science

student are to be met, a well Aocked science section is a neLessity in the IMC.
To develop skills in reading science literature there are several approaches that
have proved to be effective,

Since the science curricylum is activity-oriented, there

without
are many examples of student involvement which will lead toward goal-attairment

relying on reading skills which may be missing or very weak.

Science lends 1tsel..1'.

readily to the language experience approach used in the elementary school in which

children dictate a story, or sequence science-related activities, and then read or
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This practice helps to develop the key

have this narrativi, ecid hack to them,

skills of comprehension in the elementary student.

Skills that may be sharpened

by this method include:
the ability to draw tonclusions;
relationship;
an understanding of the cause and effect

the ability to detect sequences;

.

.

competence in finding the facts;

proficiency in getting the main idea.

experience approach can be used with the
At the middle school level the language
dictate his own textbook.
content of science by having the student

The information

duplicated for ;lass use.
could be written on the board and then
for meaning and understanding is the
A technique long proved effective in reading
Force Academy:
PQRST approach, a meaod attributed to the Air

Preview
Question
Read
Study
Test (formal testing or test yourself)
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exl.lanation of theso

follows:

Preview
Read the bold-face-,type

Observe the pictures
Read the captions
of the chapter
Read the general questions at the end
If there is a glossary, study this.

Question

and turn them into
Consider the items that are in bold face type
questions.

Read

the survey items, and then
Keep the questions in mind, as well as
read the assignment.

Preview
~....~A.N
.

teachei: originated,
Answer the questions; these can be student or

Recite

informaticn that has been
Communicate to someone in some way the
done orally.
For the problem readers, this can be
gained.
This communication may
Others may wish to write their summaries,
start with a structured question,
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t

important of all,

if 3 teacher makes a reading

assignment, some tire

student to read this assignment.
should be spent to prepare the

This preparation

essential vocabulary.
should include a review of the
What is expected after the assignment?
to develop several conclusions

is
A suggested post-reading activity

based on the material covered,

Students could

discuss these statements.
then be divided into groups to

and should use other
in reading, the teacher can
who
are
poor
For children
means to accomplish the
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objectives of the science course.
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